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We study the problem of dense wide baseline stereo with varying illumination.
We are motivated by the problem of face recognition across pose. Stereo matching
allows us to compare face images based on physically valid, dense correspondences.
We show that the stereo matching cost provides a very robust measure of the sim-
ilarity of faces that is insensitive to pose variations. We build on the observation
that most illumination insensitive local comparisons require the use of relatively
large windows. The size of these windows is affected by foreshortening. If we do not
account for this effect, we incur misalignments that are systematic and significant
and are exacerbated by wide baseline conditions.
We present a general formulation of dense wide baseline stereo with varying
illumination and provide two methods to solve them. The first method is based on
dynamic programming (DP) and fully accounts for the effect of slant. The second
method is based on graph cuts (GC) and fully accounts for the effect of both slant
and tilt. The GC method finds a global solution using the unary function from the
general formulation and a novel smoothness term that encodes surface orientation.
Our experiments show that DP dense wide baseline stereo achieves superior
performance compared to existing methods in face recognition across pose. The
experiments with the GC method show that accounting for both slant and tilt
can improve performance in situations with wide baselines and lighting variation.
Our formulation can be applied to other more sophisticated window based image
comparison methods for stereo.
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Face recognition is a fundamental problem in computer vision and biometrics.
Face recognition has the potential to impact three important application areas.
First, improved methods for human face recognition have many applications in se-
curity, information retrieval, and HCI. In security, face recognition can be used to
control access to sensitive locations (e.g., secure areas of airports). As another exam-
ple, there is a need for automatic systems in passport applications to alert humans
when a new photo does not appear to depict the same person as did a previous one.
In information retrieval, a high percentage of photos on the Internet and in personal
collections contain faces. The identity and attributes of these faces are a critical
element in their effective retrieval. Face identification is also critical to building au-
tomatic systems, such as household robots, that can interact smoothly with people.
In all these applications, there is a need for systems that can compare images taken
in natural imaging conditions, which exceeds the capabilities of current technology.
There are several approaches for separately handling, variation of illumination,
pose and expression. However, there are still many unsolved problems when multiple
confounding factors occur simultaneously (unconstrained face recognition). Progress
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in unconstrained face recognition would be important in many applications, for
example: surveillance, security, the analysis of personal photos and other domains
in which we cannot control the conditions under which the images are taken.
There has been a lot of progress in the case of images taken under controlled
conditions [84]. There are many approaches for handling, variation of illumina-
tion and expression. There are also several approaches to handling pose variation
[63, 33, 35, 17]. However, there is still a lot of room for improvement. Progress
in unconstrained face recognition would be important in many applications, for ex-
ample: surveillance, security, the analysis of personal photos and other domains in
which we cannot control the conditions under which the images are taken.
Existing systems achieve excellent results when images are taken under con-
trolled conditions, so that there is no variation in viewing conditions. Recently,
there has been a good deal of work on recognition in the case of variations in view-
ing conditions that occur over a short period of time, such as variations in pose or
lighting. Variations that occur over longer periods of time (such as aging and weight
gain) have proven harder to study.
1.1 Stereo for Face Recognition
Correspondence seems crucial to produce meaningful image comparisons. The
importance of good correspondences is even greater in the case of face recognition
across pose. Standard systems often align the eyes or a few other features, using
translation, similarity transformations, or perhaps affine transformations. However,
when the pose varies these can still result in fairly significant misalignments in other
parts of the face. Observe, for example, that in Figure 1.1 no linear transformation
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can make corresponding boxes have equal size, because a linear transformation can
only linearly scale their size.
To handle this situation, we use stereo matching. This allows for arbitrary,
one-to-one continuous transformations between images, along with possible occlu-
sions, while maintaining an epipolar constraint. We show that the greater generality
provided by stereo matching, which efficiently computes dense correspondences, may
be necessary for effective face recognition across pose.
The purpose of stereo matching is to compute correspondences between scan
lines of pixels in images. Correct correspondences can be many-to-one and can
involve occlusions. This means that situations like the one presented in Figure 1.1
can be handled by stereo matching.
In the process of computing the correspondences between scan lines in two
images a stereo matching cost is optimized, which reflects how well the two images
match. We can use the stereo matching cost as a measure of similarity between two
face images.
Note that we are not interested in performing 3-D reconstruction, which is the
most common purpose of stereo matching. In reconstruction the stereo matching
costs are discarded and the correspondences are used along with geometric infor-
Figure 1.1: Example images from the CMU PIE dataset. Observe that no linear
transformation can make corresponding boxes have equal size.
3
mation about the camera layout to compute a 3-D model of the world. We have no
use for the correspondences except to compute the stereo matching costs. We are
therefore unaffected by some of the difficulties that make it hard to avoid artifacts in
stereo reconstruction. For example, ambiguities frequently arise when different cor-
respondences produce similar costs; in this case selecting the correct correspondence
is essential for reconstruction, but not very important for judging the similarity of
two images.
Prior to stereo matching, we need to estimate the epipolar geometry. In al-
most all applications of face recognition, the size of the face is small relative to its
distance to the camera. Therefore we can approximate the projection of the face to
the camera using scaled-orthographic projection (weak perspective). Under scaled-
orthographic projection all epipolar lines are parallel to each other (the epipole is
at infinity). This simplifies the problem of determining the epipolar geometry.
We propose two methods. One method uses four feature points to estimate
the epipolar geometry of the two faces. The images are then rectified, and the
similarity score is computed by adding the stereo matching cost of every row of the
rectified images. The method works with general camera movement under the (very
reasonable) assumption of scaled orthographic projection. We also study a specific
case in which the camera is at the same height as the eyes of an upright subject. In
this case, the epipolar lines are parallel to the lines that connect the two eyes. In
this case we can determine epipolar geometry using only three points.
Putting these steps together, we have the following, remarkably simple algo-
rithm:
• Prior to recognition, build a gallery of 2D images of faces, each with three to
four landmark points specified.
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• Given a 2D probe image, find three to four corresponding landmark points.
• Compare the probe to each gallery image as follows:
– Using landmark points, rectify the probe and gallery image.
– Run a stereo algorithm on the image pair, using the enhancements de-
scribed in Section 3.3. Discard the correspondences and use the matching
cost as a measure of image similarity.
• Identify the probe with the gallery image that produces the lowest matching
cost.
We will show that this method works very well even for large viewpoint
changes. We evaluate our method using the CMU PIE dataset. Our results show
that with pose variation at constant illumination our method is more accurate than
previous methods due to Gross et al. [35], Chai, et al. [17] and Romdhani et al. [63].
While our method is designed to only handle pose variation, we also test it with
pose and illumination variation to verify that our method does not fall apart in such
a setup. Surprisingly, our method is more accurate than the method of Gross et
al. [33], which is designed to handle lighting variation, though it is not as accurate
as the method of Romdhani, et al. [63].
1.2 Improving on Stereo for Face Recognition
After finishing our initial work on face recognition across pose using stereo we
realized several things:
• This approach to face recognition stresses stereo matching algorithms sig-
nificantly. When comparing faces taken from very different viewpoints, one
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essentially must perform stereo matching with a very wide baseline. While a
great deal of progress has been made in wide baseline stereo [49], these ap-
proaches generally do not produce a cost based on dense correspondences that
is appropriate for image comparison and face recognition.
• Although large changes in pose do create significant occlusions in a face, they
generally do not affect the monotonicity of correct matches. Even when match-
ing a frontal view of someone to her profile, we can establish a continuous
matching over one half of the face.
• When using stereo for recognition but not for reconstruction we have other
demands than people using stereo for reconstruction. People using stereo for
reconstruction care about the quality of the disparity map and the quality of
the correspondences around depth discontinuities and in smooth untextured
regions, while when using it in recognition we only care that when comparing
faces of different people stereo matching gives a high cost and when comparing
faces of the same person it gives a low cost.
To address these findings, we developed a dynamic programming-based stereo
algorithm that might be unsuitable for wide-baseline matching of more general
scenes. In doing so we found that in wide-baseline stereo slant and tilt affect the
appearance of an object. This creates a chicken-and-egg problem in which it is diffi-
cult to find the right match for image points without knowing the slant and tilt, but
one needs correspondences to determine the slant and tilt. However, pose variation
in faces tends to produce foreshortening primarily in the direction of the epipolar
lines. We show that this allows us to use dynamic programming to solve for the
main component of foreshortening at the same time that we find correspondences.
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Our dynamic programming algorithm that accounts for the effect of slant works
very well in face recognition across pose, in particular significantly better than our
previous stereo method.
1.3 Advancing Towards Dense Wide-baseline Stereo
Under Varying Illumination
We then continued studying the problem seen from a classical stereo point of
view. We reallized that we could extend our insights in an MRF (Markov Ran-
dom Fields) formulation to stereo matching. In our formulation, pixels are labeled
according to their disparity and relative slant and tilt. This allows us to compare
pixels in different images using windows that are rectified to allow for changes in
window shape due to viewpoint change. A key contribution is the proposal of a
new pairwise cost function that measures the consistency between neighboring la-
bels. This pairwise cost is a metric, allowing us to use Graphcuts to optimize the
resulting cost.
Representing disparity, slant and tilt leads to a potentially huge label set.
However, each label represents a planar surface; consequently a relatively modest
number of labels are needed to accurately approximate any given scene. We exploit
this using an algorithm in which we incrementally add labels as needed, so that our
Graphcuts problem remains manageable.
Our cost can be adapted to any stereo matching method that uses windows
or regions when comparing pixels. We experiment using a very simple but popular
approach of comparing windows by the sum of square differences between their
normalized intensities. Our experiments focus on showing that stereo matching
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using slant and tilt can provide a substantial improvement over matching that uses
only fixed sized windows, or over pixel based matching. We do this using our own
new dataset of outdoor images taken with wide baselines and lighting variation,
using face images with varying pose and lighting, from the CMU PIE [70] dataset
and also using the wide baseline images from the DAISY [76] dataset. We also show
experiments on the standard Middlebury data set[67].
1.4 Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is about related work.
Chapter 3 introduces the usage of stereo matching for face recognition and it is
mostly based on the following two papers:
• Carlos D. Castillo and David W. Jacobs, ”Using Stereo Matching with General
Epipolar Geometry for 2-D Face Recognition Across Pose” , IEEE TPAMI,
December 2009.
• Carlos D. Castillo and David W. Jacobs, ”Using Stereo Matching for 2-D
Face Recognition Across Pose”, IEEE International Conference on Computer
Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2007.
Chapter 4 presents our work using stereo matching as a method to recognize
faces in the presence of weight variation; this part of the work emphasizes the
importance of finding correspondences and shows the feasibility of using stereo, even
when the deformation is not rigid (such as weight variation and slight variation in
expression).
Chapter 5 is about using stereo matching for face recognition under large pose
variation and it is based on the following paper:
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• Carlos D. Castillo and David W. Jacobs, ”Wide-Baseline Stereo for Face
Recognition with Large Pose Variation” , IEEE International Conference on
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2011.
Chapter 6 is about advancing towards dense, wide-baseline stereo under varying illu-
mination in an MRF-based stereo setup, it is based on the following paper currently
under review:
• Carlos D. Castillo and David W. Jacobs, ”Towards Dense, Wide-baseline
Stereo under Varying Illumination” , IEEE International Conference on Com-
puter Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2012. Under review.
Chapter 7 is about extending our work on stereo-based image comparison to include
the possibility of learning from stereo-based descriptors and it is mostly based on
the following paper:
• Carlos D. Castillo and David W. Jacobs, ”Trainable 3D Recognition Using
Stereo Matching” , 3dRR (Workshop on 3D Representation and Recognition
held at ICCV), 2011.




Face recognition is a fundamental problem in computer vision. It has been
widely studied for the past 30 years. There has been significant of progress in this
research area, see [84] for an excellent survey.
In the past few years, interest in face recognition in unconstrained settings has
grown dramatically. Unconstrained is understood to mean simultaneous variation
in illumination, pose, expression, time and weight. To systematically study these
variations, they have been separated into tractable groups, such as variation of pose
and illumination, expression and pose, aging, etc. There are several variations for
which a much progress has been made and there are other variations for which there
is a lot of room for improvement.
2.1 Face Recognition Across Pose
Zhao et al. [84] review the vast literature on face recognition. Although the
bulk of this work assumes fixed pose, there have been a number of approaches that
do address the problem of pose variations.
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Correspondences are fundamental for face recognition across pose. Many of
these methods use some 3-D knowledge of faces to compensate for pose. In this case,
obtaining correspondences becomes an operation of aligning the 3-D model to 2-D
images: morphable model fitting, 3-D rigid transformations, and sampling images
from a 3-D model have been proposed. Other methods only use image information
(i.e., they don’t use 3-D knowledge). In this case obtaining correspondences be-
comes a 2-D matching problem: optical flow, estimating the light-field of the object,
and a wide variety of patch-based methods have been proposed. Typically, these
approaches all rely on some initial manual correspondences. It is expected that if
a method obtains good correspondences, it should obtain effective performance at
face recognition across pose. Table 2.1 presents a summary of existing methods of
face recognition across pose.
Historically, many approaches compensate for some 2-D deformations in match-
ing, which may partially compensate for the effects of pose. A notable example is
the work of Wiskott et al. [81]. This work was among the first to present a face
recognition method that was robust to alignment issues. They developed a method
called Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM). The comparison function used Ga-
bor jets at manually clicked feature points, and geometric information of distances
between the feature points. Correspondences were obtained for the feature points
only.
One of the first methods to study face recognition across pose was proposed by
Beymer and Poggio [7]. In their work they generated 2-D virtual views from a single
image per person using prior knowledge of the object class (in particular symmetry
and prototypical objects of the same class) using optical flow. Once the virtual view
had been generated the images were compared. Our method is similar to theirs in
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the sense that both are decidedly 2-D and stress the importance of finding good
correspondences. In their approach the correspondences are obtained using optical
flow between the two facial images.
Blanz and Vetter [9] use laser scans of 200 subjects to build a general 3-D
morphable model of three-dimensional faces. Then, with the aid of manually selected
features, they fit this model to images. The parameters of the fit to two different
images can be compared to perform recognition. In their experiments they show
strong results for a subset of the poses in the PIE database. The work of Romdhani
et al. [63] also focuses on 3-D morphable models. In this work shape and texture
parameters of a 3-D morphable model are recovered from a single image. They
present exhaustive results of experiments with pose variations for the PIE dataset
and show strong results (these are the best prior results we are aware of with pose
variation). In these methods the correspondences are obtained by fitting the 3-D
morphable model to the 2-D images. These type of methods solve a very difficult
intermediate problem (fitting or inverse rendering) which is useful for graphics, but
may not be needed for recognition.
Basri and Jacobs [4] use a 3-D model to generate a low dimensional subspace
containing all the images that an object can produce under lighting variation. Pose
is determined using manually selected point features. Correspondences are obtained
by computing a 3-D rigid transformation that aligns the features of a 3-D model
with the corresponding features of the 2-D images.
In Georghiades et al. [29] a 3-D model is computed for each person using a
gallery containing a number of images per subject taken with controlled illumination
at a constant pose. Pose variation is handled by sampling the set of possible poses,
and building a 2-D model for each one. They evaluate their method using the Yale
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Face Database B. Correspondences with 2-D images are obtained by sampling the
individual 3-D head model.
In Gross et al. [33] two appearance-based algorithms for face recognition across
pose and illumination are presented. One of them is called eigen light-fields. At the
core of the method is the plenoptic function or light field. To use this concept, all
of the pixels of the various images are used to estimate the (eigen) light-field of the
object. Correspondences are obtained by computing the light-field angles using the
camera intrinsics and the relative orientation of the camera to the object (which are
assumed to be known). They evaluate their results using the CMU PIE dataset [70].
In its assumptions, recognizing faces across general unknown poses, this method is
the most similar to ours. However our approach is simpler and our results are better.
The other method presented in Gross et al. [33] is called Bayesian Face Sub-
regions (BFS). The algorithm models the appearance changes of the different face
regions in a probabilistic framework. Using probability distributions for similarity
values of face subregions, the method computes the likelihood of probe and gallery
images coming from the same subject. The method is designed to handle the case of
simultaneous variation in pose and illumination. In this patch-based method, cor-
respondences are computed trivially on a quadrilateral grid that includes the two
eyes and the mouth as edges.
There have been several recent approaches to face recognition across pose that
are based on patches. In Chai et al. [17], the authors present a learning, patch-based
rectification method based on locally linear regression. Given a non-frontal facial
image, the method provides a prediction strategy to generate the frontal view. In
their experiments, the method compares well to other recent methods on the PIE
dataset. Lucey and Chen [48] present a patch-based algorithm for face recogni-
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tion across pose of sparsely registered images (4 manually selected points). Closely
related, the work of Ashraf et al. [3] presents a new method to discover viewpoint-
induced spatial deformations for general patch-based methods of face recognition
across pose.
There have been many methods recently proposed that use tools from numer-
ical linear algebra to handle pose variation. Examples of this work are Prince, et al.
[61] that use tied factor analysis and Sharma and Jacobs [69] that use partial least
squares. These methods exhibit great performance, however it is unclear if they can
be extended to generalize to previously unseen poses.
All the methods previously mentioned in this section use intensity images of
the face. This type of face recognition, based on 2-D images constitutes the vast
majority of face recognition research. There is, however, a significant amount of work
done acquiring, matching and performing recognition using 3-D reconstructions of
faces (see [11] for a survey).
While progress has been made in handling pose variations, significant chal-
lenges remain. For this problem, current methods have substantially worse perfor-
mance than when pose is fixed between the probe and gallery. In addition, many
methods for handling pose variation require substantially more computation than
other methods, and can be very slow. This is in part because the process of finding
a correspondence between the probe and the gallery requires expensive optimization
processes.
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Table 2.1: Key aspects of existing methods for face recognition across pose.
Method Type Correspondences # of manually spec-
ified points




Beymer and Poggio 2-D Optical flow 4-6
Blanz and Vetter 3-D general
model
3-D model fitting 10-20
Romdhani et al. 3-D general
model
3-D model fitting plus ex-
tensions
10-15
Basri and Jacobs 3-D person-
specific model
3-D rigid transformation 5
Gheorgiades et al. 3-D person-
specific model
Sampling from a built 3-D
model
Requires training and
test images in the same
pose




Gross et al. (BFS) 2-D Patches, sampled uni-
formly on the central
region of the face
3
Chai et al. 2-D Rectification through
locally-linear regression
5
Lucey and Chen 2-D Patches, learning patch de-
pendency
4
Ashraf et al. 2-D Patches, learning the spa-
tial deformation of the
patches
4
2.2 Face Recognition Across Illumination
In addition to pose we also consider work related to lighting, as our work
addresses lighting. We focus on papers that illustrate 2-D methods and that focus
on representations that are robust to illumination change.
Adini et al. [2] present a great study of the sensitivity of several representations
of the facial images to variations in illumination in face recognition and illustrate
the significance of this issue.
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Many representations have been proposed that are robust to variation in il-
lumination. One paper that studied many representations and proposed several
alternatives with increasing level of complexity is the work of Chen, et al. [20], in-
cluding comparing the direction of gradient. Later on Gopalan and Jacobs studied
the performance of several state of the art representations and their potential for
integration [31].
Osadchy et al. [58] have shown that many commonly used illumination in-
variant representations are equivalent with respect to their expressive power and
their robustness, in particular they show that the direction of gradient and normal-
ized correlation over small windows are exactly the same when the intensity change
inside a window is assumed to be linear.
Recently several powerful image representations for face recognition under
varying illumination have been proposed, examples of which are the self quotient
image (SQI) [80] which uses the quotient of an image and its diffused version as
representation and the work of Tan and Triggs [74] which uses local binary patterns
to normalize and represent the image.
The key to this section is to point out that most if not all successful repre-
sentations for face recognition with illumination change use relatively large support
regions to normalize the image for later comparison, this fact will turn out the be
quite important for the work presented here.
2.3 Unconstrained Face Recognition
In the past few years, there has been great interest in face recognition in
unconstrained settings. Consequently, researchers have produced new datasets of
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images acquired in unconstrained environments. One notable example of such a
dataset is Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW [39]). This is a huge collection of those
images from the news in which the Viola and Jones [79] detector is able to find faces.
Kumar et al. [42] present a set of methods for face recognition using high level
describable visual features (such as blonde, brunette, smiling, has glasses, mouth
open, eyes open, young, middle aged, senior, etc.). In their work they present an
alternative to LFW, which is both more difficult and larger. The new dataset is
called PubFig which is a dataset of images of public figures for which the authors
were able to obtain many images (more than 50 per individual).
Phillips, et al. present a dataset called Good, Bad and Ugly (GBU) which
includes three datasets that go from controlled (Good) to unconstrained (Ugly),
and illustrates how the recognition rate decreases as the imaging conditions become
more and more unconstrained. In this particular dataset the difficulty mostly stems
from lighting and expression and not so much from pose difficulties. Additionally,
the selection of which faces are good, bad and ugly stems from the performance
of an ensemble of the top performing methods from the FRVT (Face Recognition
Vendor Test).
Ramanathan and Chellappa [62] studied the problem of matching face im-
ages taken years apart, and proposed an adaptation of the probabilistic eigenspace
framework[53]. Ling et al. [46] also studied this problem and proposed an algorithm
based on learning facial differences that are described using a gradient orientation
pyramid (GOP).
There are also a wide variety of datasets that provide systematic variation
of one or several confounding factors in face recognition. One such database ob-
tained in an unconstrained setting is the BioID dataset [40]. The BioID dataset
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aims to capture significant variability in pose, lighting and expression. Images are
captured in a realistic setting, for example in a home environment. There are also
many datasets that provide systematic variation of confounding factors obtained in
controlled conditions. One of the most widely used is CMU-PIE [70] which pro-
vides systematic variation over pose, illumination and expression for 68 individuals.
The Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) [59] presents a six-experiment chal-
lenge problem along with a dataset of 50,000 images. The images in the dataset are
collected both in controlled and uncontrolled settings.
Algorithmically, the key methods to handle unconstrained face recognition can
mostly be categorized as follows:
1. Descriptor: most method use some type of representation which can handle
illumination and expression (Local Binary Patterns is a great example of this,
see for example Wolf et al. [82], SQI and Tan and Triggs are another example
of an effective representation)
2. Learning: once the description of the images has been computed a learning
mechanism is invoked. Examples of learning methods are: ITML [37], SVM
[82] and Partial Least Squares [68], background samples using one shot learning
[73], etc.
In the particular problem of unconstrained face recognition, which started to
receive attention in the past five years, great progress has been made, but there are
still long ways to go. For example, on LFW for verification the equal error rate
(EER) has gone from 65% to 90% but in controlled conditions we can obtain equal
error rates of more than 98%.
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2.4 Stereo Matching with Slant
Our approach makes use of window-based, dense stereo matching. That is,
given a left and a right image, we want to assign to each pixel a disparity d so that
every point (xl, yl) on the left image matches a point (xl + d, y) on the right image.
Specifically, we build on the method of Criminisi et al.[22], which compares windows
using an approximation to normalized correlation. This has been shown to be very
effective for face recognition with pose and lighting variation. Other representations
have been suggested in face recognition to handle lighting variation [31]; we do not
consider these directly, but they generally will suffer from the effects of pose variation
in ways that are similar to window-based methods. Wide baseline stereo has been
addressed with other approaches, such as feature-based matching. However, these
approaches seem less suitable for image comparison and face recognition because,
by design, they do not evaluate a cost that accounts for the entire image (eg., Matas
et al. [49]).
One of the key issues in dense, wide baseline stereo is the considerable differ-
ence in foreshortening that can occur when a face is viewed from different viewpoints.
This effect can be seen in Figure 2.1. This issue is elegantly described by [44, 23].
Following Li and Zucker [44] we characterize a plane on which a point p = (u, v)
falls with disparity d as either:












‖  0, ∂d
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≈ 0) or,
• otherwise, in general configuration.
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They show that when a surface is fronto-parallel, using fixed sized windows
is valid, but otherwise matching windows will vary significantly in shape and size,
which can produce significant errors. With wide-baseline matching these effects
become significantly exacerbated.
Figure 2.1: Two images from the CMU PIE dataset that show the effect of fore-
shortening when there is variation in pose.
The work of Criminisi, et al. elegantly handles slant in the matching produced
between pixels, by allowing many-to-one matchings. So when a slanted surface
produces a different number of pixels in the two images, the correct correspondences
can be found. However, their method does not account for changes in the size and
shapes of the windows being matched, and when matching slanted surfaces this
leads to systematic errors. The work of Li and Zucker [44] and Devernay and
Faugueras [23] handles slant and tilt in matching and in the windows, but they use
an iterative algorithm that assumes that correct correspondences can be initialized
without accounting for slant and tilt. These methods seem most appropriate for
small baselines. In particular, [44] and [23] focus on accounting for slant and tilt
to produce accurate subpixel estimates of disparity in situations in which normal
stereo matching might produce accurate pixel-wise correspondences. The method of
Birchfield and Tomasi [8] can handle arbitrary slant but since it matches individual
pixel intensities, it will be very sensitive to lighting variation. In general several
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existing methods study slant and tilt for stereo but are really not intended for wide-
baseline situations.
Most of stereo matching assumes two images of the same scene taken at the
same instant of time. We would like to study the problem of stereo matching in the
presence of illumination change; these conditions imply that the images were not
taken at the same instant of time. Many methods (see Ogale and Aloimonos [55],
for example) have provisions to handle small variations in illumination to compen-
sate for photometric issues. On the other hand, we are interested in dense stereo
with major changes in viewpoint and the interaction of changes in illumination and
viewpoint when matching very slanted surfaces.
2.5 MRF Stereo
We also study a Markov Random Field (MRF) formulation for stereo. Many
recent papers have proposed new, effective optimization algorithms for use in stereo
matching using MRFs (eg., belief propagation [72] and QPBO-I [64]). When pair-
wise costs between pixels obey a regularity, or metric constraint, graph cuts-based
methods [12] have proven extremely effective and efficient, and we use this approach.
Other important recent advances in stereo include the use of segmentation
(eg., [41]). While of great interest, these approaches are largely orthogonal, and
potentially complementary to our work.
Several authors [23, 44] discuss the effect that slant and tilt have on window-
based matching. When the baseline is not wide, the goal of these approaches is
to compensate for small changes in foreshortening, (eg., [56]) or to use the subtle
effects of foreshortening to perform matching with subpixel accuracy. [45] propose
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a belief propagation-based framework for stereo matching in the presence of slanted
and curved surfaces. Also, [15] propose a dynamic programming method that ac-
counts for slant (but not tilt) in wide baseline matching of faces. Building on this
understanding of slant and tilt, our goal has been to construct metric cost functions
that allow us to use graph cuts to efficiently perform matching in wide baseline
settings.
We represent the relative slant and tilt of a surface at each pixel, in terms
of the horizontal and vertical changes in disparity. Previous approaches have also
represented surface orientations in stereo matching. [10], for example, label patches
of images with planar surfaces or b-splines in the scene. One minor advantage of
our disparity-based representation is that it is suitable for situations in which the




Stereo for Face Recognition Across Pose
In this chapter we will present a first pass at using stereo for face recognition
across pose using an existing, off-the-shelve algorithm for stereo matching. Surpris-
ingly this turns out to be an effective method face recognition across pose.
3.1 Analysis of Stereo Matching for Face Recog-
nition
Most work in image-based recognition aligns regions to be matched with a low-
dimensional transformation, such as translation, or a similarity or affine transforma-
tion. Instead, we use stereo matching. When we enforce the ordering constraint, this
allows for arbitrary, one-to-one continuous transformations between images, along
with possible occlusions, while maintaining an epipolar constraint. In this section
we show that the greater generality afforded by stereo matching may be necessary
for face recognition, and that stereo matching will not be too sensitive to noise in
determining the epipolar lines.
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We illustrate this using a very simplified model of faces, in which we calculate
the disparity maps that will correctly match two images. We do not attempt to
accurately capture face shape in this example. Rather, we just provide a coarse
demonstration of the disparity variation that can occur under viewing conditions
similar to those that typically occur in face recognition.
1. We model the face as a cylinder. Perturbations to this model, such as adding
a nose, can be handled fairly easily.
2. We assume the face is viewed by two cameras with image planes that are
rectified to be perpendicular to the z axis and that the cylinder axis is the
y axis. This is roughly the situation when an upright person photographs
another upright person. For simplicity, we will assume that the cylinder lies
on the z axis, that the camera focal points lie on the x axis at points symmetric
about the z axis (see Figure 3.1). We call the left and right focal points fl and
fr respectively.
3. We assume that the distance from the camera to the person is much bigger than
the radius of the cylinder that represents the person. Specifically, we assume
that vectors from the camera focal point to any location on a horizontal cross
section of the cylinder have the same direction. If we imagine that the cylinder
(face) has a radius of three inches, and the distance from the camera to the
face is 8 feet, we can calculate that a vector from the focal point to the center
of a cross-section of the cylinder will be within 5.5 degrees of a vector to any
point on the cylinder cross section, so this approximation is not too bad.
These assumptions simplify our presentation, which could be readily extended to
other settings.
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Figure 3.1: Our very simplified model of faces.
We will analyze disparities on the y = 0 plane. Given these assumptions, each
camera will see half of a circular cross-section. They will not see exactly the same
half-circle, however, as there will be some occlusion. Without loss of generality
assume the radius of the circle is 1. We will denote the angle between the z axis
and a vector from fl to the cylinder by θ. The corresponding angle for the right
camera will then be −θ. Define l1 and l2 to be two points on the circle, such that
the tangent lines to the circle at l1 and l2 pass through fl. That is, l1 and l2 are the
first and last points on the circle that are visible in the left image. Define L to be
the line connecting l1 and l2. We can similarly define r1 and r2 for the right image.
So, for example, the region of the circle between r1 and l2 is visible in both images.
Note that every line connecting fl to L intersects the circle in a single point
that will be visible in the left camera. So one way to determine the image of the
circle in the left camera is to project the visible half-circle onto L using these lines,
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and then to consider how L is projected onto the left camera. Because we assume
the cylinder is small relative to its distance to the camera, we can approximate the
projection of L into the left camera using scaled-orthographic projection. Without
loss of generality we can normalize the left image so that the width of the circle’s
projection is 1 (this is in image units, which may differ from 3D units), and the x
coordinate of the image of l1 is 0. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
We can parameterize points on the circle by the angle φ, which we take relative
to l2 (see Figure 3.2). Consider some such point p. We can determine the location
of p in the left image, by considering the line through p and fl. The point where
this line intersects L, call it Pl, will appear in the same image location as p. Define
the distance from Pl to l1 to be d(l1, Pl). Then the x coordinate of p in the left
image is d(l1, Pl)/2 = (1 + cosφ)/2. Similarly, its position in the right image will be
(1 − cos(π − 2θ − φ))/2. If we define the disparity, d, in a matched point to be its
x coordinate in the left image minus the x coordinate in the right; we get:
d = (cosφ+ cos(π − 2θ − φ))/2 (3.1)
It is straightforward to show that disparity is minimized by φ = 0 or φ = π − 2θ,
which are the furthest points visible in both cameras, and maximized by φ = (π −
2θ)/2, which corresponds to the point closest to the cameras.
We are interested in the variation between the minimum and maximum dis-






















Figure 3.2: The circle parameterized by the angle φ.
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This is maximized for θ = π/6, when ∆d = 1/4. Figure 3.3 shows how the maximum
change in disparity varies with θ. In Figure 3.3, we can see that for a large range of
θ, disparity changes quite a bit within the image.
From this analysis, we can see that for a cylinder, disparity in an image can
vary by as much as 1/4 of the apparent width of the cylinder, and frequently varies
substantially. These variations in disparity cannot be accounted for by aligning the
images with a linear transformation, since linear transformations can only create
linear disparity maps. In contrast, the disparity map for this cylinder is highly
non-linear, since the smallest disparity is at the two ends of the image, and the
greatest disparity occurs in the middle of the image. In fact, in scenarios such
as the one described here, because of the symmetry of the viewing conditions, we
can demonstrate that the optimal linear transformation to align the two images
will simply be the identity transformation, which does not account for any of these
variations in disparity. Note that the amount of disparity is independent of the
Figure 3.3: Change in disparity relative to the size of the face as a function of θ.
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distance from the cameras to the face, because we measure disparity relative to the
apparent size of the face.
Ideally, one should determine the epipolar geometry prior to matching two
faces. However, in many cases, images result from an upright photographer taking a
picture of an upright subject. This results in epipolar lines that are approximately
horizontal. If we align the eyes in two photographs, this will align corresponding
horizontal epipolar lines. However, error will result when epipolar lines are not
purely horizontal. To get a sense of the possible magnitude of this error, we analyze
a simple example.
Consider the case in which we take two pictures of a face that is five feet
high, at a distance of eight feet. But suppose that the disparity is vertical instead
of horizontal, because one photograph is taken from a height of five feet, and the
second is taken from a height of six feet. Vertical disparity will be zero at the eyes,
which are aligned, and will be maximized at the point that is closest to the cameras,
the tip of the nose. If we assume that the nose is about one inch long, then using
similar triangles we can determine that it appears at the same image location as a
point 1/8 of an inch below the nose, in the second image. For a face that is six inches
long, the vertical disparity will therefore be about 2% of the height of the face in
the image. This error is small compared to the variations of up to 25% in horizontal
disparity that can arise in the situation we analyze above. Of course, this is just an
illustrative example; the error introduced by mis-estimation of the epipolar lines will
depend in practice on the viewing conditions typical in a specific application. Our
example simply makes the point that in some common settings, this error will be




In order to perform stereo matching we first need to know the epipolar geome-
try. In the most general case this requires eight corresponding points. We can reduce
this by assuming that images are generated by scaled orthographic projection. This
model is valid when the average variation of the depth of the object along the line
of sight is small compared to the distance of the camera to the object and the field
of view is small as is generally the case with facial images. Note that, as shown
in Section 3.1, even with scaled orthographic projection there can be considerable
variation in disparity between two images.
To begin, consider the case of two images generated with orthographic pro-
jection. Orthographic projection occurs with a perspective camera model when the
focal point is at infinity. The baseline, which connects the two focal points, is there-
fore a line at infinity. The epipole of each image, then, is a point where this line
at infinity intersects the image plane. This means that the epipoles are points at
infinity in each image plane. The epipolar lines in each image therefore intersect at
a point at infinity, meaning that they are parallel. If we also allow for scaling in
each image, this may alter the distance between corresponding epipolar lines, but
will not affect the fact that they are parallel.
As we will demonstrate, we can calculate the epipolar geometry under the
scaled orthographic model using four feature points. We will not focus our attention
on how these points can be obtained; in our experiments we specify them by hand.
Some applications involving off-line recognition may use such hand clicked points
directly. At the same time there is a lot of work on automatic detection of facial
features [30, 38, 19, 65]. By reducing the number of points needed for recognition,
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we can make it easier to use these detectors to build fully automatic recognition
systems.
3.2.1 Epipolar Geometry under Scaled Orthographic Pro-
jection
We now want to consider arbitrary viewpoint changes, still using scaled or-
thographic projection. Under scaled orthographic projection the epipolar geometry
can be characterized as a tuple: (θ, γ, s, t). θ is the angle of the epipolar lines in
the first image. γ is the angle of the epipolar lines on the second image. s is the
relative scale; that is, scaling the second image by s will cause the distance between
two epipolar lines in the second image to match the distance between corresponding
lines in the first image. Finally, t is the translation perpendicular to the epipolar
lines needed to align corresponding lines.
Solving for this type of epipolar geometry requires four corresponding points.
We formulate this by encoding the three variables relating to the second image,
(γ, s, t), as a similarity transformation, with the added constraint that the transla-
tion must be perpendicular to the epipolar lines. Given corresponding points in the
two images, this similarity transformation must transform each point in the second
image onto a line in the first image that passes through the corresponding point, at















 = 0 (3.3)
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Figure 3.4: Example of our method to compute the epipolar under scaled ortho-
graphic projection. For each angle θ we compute the distance perpendicular to it












represents the line of slope tan(θ) that passes through each of the points in the first
image. Note that it is convenient to represent the lines in parametric form (in terms
of sin(θ) and cos(θ)) so that after multiplying the first two components of Eqn. 3.3
each restriction becomes:
(aP i2x + bP
i




sin(θ)P i1x − cos(θ)P i1y
 = 0 (3.4)
The final constraint comes from the fact that Tx and Ty are not independent, they
are constrained to be translations perpendicular to the angle of the epipolar lines in
the first image θ:
cos(θ)Tx + sin(θ)Ty = 0 (3.5)
We can think of sin(θ) and cos(θ) as separate variables, with the constraint sin(θ)2 +
cos(θ)2 = 1. Then, with Eqns. (3.4) and (3.5), we have a system of bilinear and
a quadratic equation. This has six unknowns, a, b, Tx, Ty, sin(θ) and cos(θ), and
n+ 2 equations, given n point correspondences. We solve this in a very simple way.
Noting that the equations become linear when θ is known, we simply consider a
brute-force sampling of θ, and check which value produces a consistent set of linear
equations. For each θ we compute the alignment (a candidate epipolar geometry)
given 3 points. When this has been done, we use the fourth point to compute, the
quality of the alignment.
1. Use 3 points to solve for (a, b, Tx, Ty) using Eqns. (3.4) and (3.5).
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 to the second image.
3. Use the distance of the 4th point in the direction perpendicular to θ to de-
termine how good the match is. The best transformation M is the one that
minimizes this distance.
The rectification is procedure is, therefore, applying the best M to the second
image and then rotating both images by θ in such a way that the epipolar lines
become horizontal. After this is done, we are ready to compute the stereo matching
cost to determine the image similarity.
3.2.2 Epipolar Geometry and Horizontal Movement
We will now study a particular case of the general setup: an upright person
with both images taken with the camera located at the same height as the person’s
head (in fact, our reasoning applies to any situation in which the eyes and both
camera focal points are coplanar). In that case we know that the epipolar lines are
parallel to the lines connecting the eyes. For this case we only determine the epipolar
geometry using three feature points. The two eyes will define the direction of the
epipolar lines. This tells us θ. Given a correspondence between three points, Eqns.
(3.4) and (3.5) then provide four linear constraints on four unknowns, allowing us
to solve for the epipolar geometry linearly. Moreover, our experiments show that
in many practical situations, even when the cameras are not perfectly at eye level
these alignments work reasonably well.
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Since this is the simplest alignment method we study, this procedure is, ad-
ditionally, the base procedure we use to generate the thumbnails for the four-point
alignment procedure explained in Section 3.2.1. The method presented in this sec-
tion is equivalent to the case presented in Section 3.2.1 when θ = 0.
We now describe a simple method of rectifying the two images so that hor-
izontal rows of each image contain corresponding epipolar lines. Note that this
rectification does not require that the three matched landmark points in the two
images must coincide, just that corresponding points should lie on corresponding
horizontal lines in the rectified images.
1. Rotate the image so the eyes are horizontal.
2. Scale the image so that the vertical distance between the eyes and the mouth
is an arbitrary but fixed d.
3. Translate the images up/down in such a way that eyes are on an arbitrary but
fixed line ye.
4. Translate in the x direction so the center of mass of the x coordinates is 0. This
step is not needed to align corresponding epipolar lines, but is convenient.
5. Cut a thumbnail in such a way that the height is arbitrary but fixed and the
thumbnail includes the three feature points.
Note that this procedure will produce thumbnails that will have different widths but
a fixed height. This is appropriate, since given our assumptions the apparent height
of a face will be the same for all images, but its apparent width may vary with the
viewing direction.
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3.3 Stereo Matching and Face Recognition
There exist a wide variety of stereo algorithms. We require an efficient stereo
algorithm appropriate for wide baseline matching of faces. We have used Criminisi
et al. [22]1 which has been developed for video conferencing applications and so
seems to fit our needs. This algorithm handles slanted surfaces in an elegant yet
limited way. It is not obvious that it will work for the large changes in viewpoint
that can occur in face recognition, but we will show that it does.
In this section we will review the stereo matching method of Criminisi et al.
[22] as it is presented by its authors. In the following section we will describe how
we adapt the algorithm for the purpose at hand.
It is important to stress that we are relatively unaffected by some of the
difficulties that make it hard to avoid artifacts in stereo reconstruction. For example,
when many matches have similar costs, matching is ambiguous. One weakness of
dynamic programming stereo algorithms is that when matching is ambiguous, it
can be difficult to produce correspondences that are consistent across scan lines.
Selecting the right match is difficult, but important for good reconstructions. Since
we only use the cost of a matching, selecting the right matching is unimportant to
us in this case. Also, errors in small regions, such as at occluding boundaries, can
produce bad artifacts in reconstructions, but that is not a problem for our method
as long as they don’t affect the cost too much.
The core of the stereo method calculates a matching between two scanlines
(rows of each face). The algorithm is a dynamic programming stereo matching
algorithm that is fast and performs well when compared to other methods.
1We also tried the method described in Cox et al. [21] and found the method to be about twice
as fast but less accurate (about 8% on average on several gallery-probe experiments with a gallery
of 68 individuals) than the method described in Criminisi et al. [22].
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The algorithm accounts for exactly one pixel in one image with each step
taken. Each step involves a transition from one point to another in four planes (or
cost matrices) called CLo, CLm, CRo and CRm. Each point in a matrix represents
the last point in each image that has been accounted for, along with the nature
of the last step used to account for a point. Points are accounted for by matching
(m) and occlusions (o) in the left (L) and right (R) images. The planes naturally
define the persistence of states. By setting the state transition costs adequately
many state transitions can be favored or biased against. For example long runs of
occlusions can be favored over many short runs by setting a high cost for entering or
leaving an occluded state. This formulation handles slanted surfaces well (because
it allows many-to-one matches) and offers better control over the occlusion costs
than traditional one plane models [21].
The elements of the cost matrix are initialized to +∞ everywhere except in
the right occluded plane where:
CRo[i, 0] = iα ∀i = 0 . . .W − 1 (3.6)
α is the cost of a persistent occlusion.
The forward step of the 4-state DP computes the four cumulative cost matrices
according to the following recurrence relation, in which β is the cost of beginning
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an occlusion, and β′ is the cost of ending one:
CLo[l, r] = min

CLo[l, r − 1] + α
CLm[l, r − 1] + β
CRm[l, r − 1] + β
(3.7)
CLm[l, r] = M(l, r) + min

CLo[l, r − 1] + β′
CLm]l, r − 1] + γ
CRm[l, r − 1]
CRo[l, r − 1] + β′
(3.8)
where M(l, r) is the cost of matching the lth pixel in the left scanline with the rth
pixel in the right scanline. α, β, β′ and γ are parameters that can be set experi-
mentally. CRo and CRm are symmetric. Our experiments show that the method is
rather insensitive to these parameters and all experiments shown here are run with
α = 0.5, β = β′ = 1.0 and γ = 0.10 as recommended in [22]. M(l, r) is a fast
approximation to the normalized cross correlation of a 3 × 7 window around the
points (l, s) and (r, s) of the images, where s is the current scanline.
The cost of matching the two scan lines l1 and l2, denoted cost(l1, l2), is:
CRo[l − 1, r − 1]. The optimal matching solution will be a sequence of symbols
in the alphabet: Σ = {CLo, CLm, CRo, CRm} which can be obtained by following
a backward step. A solution (a word in Σ?) that encodes the optimal matching
to a given matching problem between scanlines I1,i and I2,i has length equal to
|I1,i| + |I2,i|. We have no use for the optimal matching itself, we only use its cost
and its length to normalize it.
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One of the key ingredients to the flexibility of this method is the ability to
match multiple pixels in one scanline to one pixel in the other. This is done by con-
catenating several consecutive CLm (or CRm) in the word that encodes the solution.
3.3.1 Rectification and Matching Costs
When we match a probe image to different gallery images, we obtain differ-
ent rectifications. While the original thumbnails are axial rectangles, the rectified
thumbnails will be arbitrarily rotated rectangles that will contain varying numbers
of rows with valid pixels, and different numbers of valid pixels in each row. It is
therefore important to avoid any bias in our image comparisons which favor some
thumbnail orientations over others. In this section we explain how to adapt Criminisi
et al. [22] to match rectified images in which the length of scanlines varies.
The equations presented in Eqns. 3.7 and 3.8 are an effective measure of simi-
larity when the two images are square and of identical size. When these assumptions
are broken, Eqns. 3.7 and 3.8 stop being an effective measure of similarity because
now in image comparisons there will be a different number of pixels in each image.
We will focus this section in adapting this metric for the purpose at hand.
As previously mentioned, all solutions found by the method of Criminisi et
al. have length equal to the sum of both scan lines being matched. This is due to
the fact that the algorithm at every step accounts for exactly one pixel. However,
since each cost is going to be compared to other costs matched over scanlines of
potentially different lengths, we need some normalization strategy.


















The cost expressed in Eqn. 3.10 is a sensible measure of similarity since it is not
dependent on the relative scale of the images, it just calculates the average cost per
match made (that is per arc in the graph) over all scan lines. However, the costs
in Eqns. 3.9 and 3.10 are built on top of the structure of the match found. This
property is useful because it makes the cost not depend on the shape of the non-data
that is present in the image, and therefore there will be no biases towards matches
with scan lines in both images at the same angles.
We identify two special cases to Eqns. (3.9) and (3.10):
1. When two scan lines of non-data are being matched
2. When a scan line of non-data is being matched to scan line of data
We could pay a constant penalty for each of these special situations but doing so
would artificially add noise to the similarity cost. We decide to not include these
special cases in the average described in Eqn. (3.10) and let the other pixels, for
which there is actual data to match, decide what the average cost per match should
be.
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Let cost(I1, I2) be defined as either of the two cases studied above. Since we do
not know which image is left and which image is right we have to try both options.
One of them will be the true cost, the other cost will be noise and should be ignored.







Additionally, flip produces a left-right reflection of the image and adjusts the hand
clicked positions of the four points accordingly. flip is helpful when two views see
mainly different sides of the face. In this case, a truly correct correspondence would
mark most of the face as occluded. However, since faces are approximately vertically
symmetric, flip approximates a rotation about the y axis that creates a virtual view
so that the same side of the face is visible in both images. For example, if we viewed
a face in left and right profile, there would be no points on the face visible in both
images, but flipping one image would still allow us to produce a good match. rectify
performs the rectification described in the 4-point case, or in the 3-point case does
nothing at all, since all images are already partially rectified to handle this case.
Finally, we perform recognition simply by matching a probe image to the most
similar image in the gallery. For the method to work well all the images in the gallery
should be in the same pose.
Before closing this section it is important to note how simple the proposed
approach is. It is a two step process: (1) alignment according to assumptions
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regarding the viewing conditions, (2) similarity computation using stereo matching.
In the next section we will see that this very straight-forward approach demonstrates
excellent performance.
3.4 Experiments
We have tested our algorithm using the CMU PIE database [70]. This database
consists of 13 poses of which 9 have approximately the same camera altitude (poses:
c34, c14, c11, c29, c27, c05, c37, c25 and c22). Three other poses that have a
significantly higher camera altitude (poses: c31, c09 and c02) and one last pose that
has a significantly lower camera altitude (pose c07). We say that two poses have
aligned epipolar lines if they are both from the set: {c34, c14, c11, c29, c27, c05,
c37, c25, c22}. If not, we say that two poses have misaligned epipolar lines.
The thumbnails used were generated as described in Section 3.2.2. All images
have a height of 72, a pose-dependent width and a distance between the eyes and the
mouth of d = 50 and the eyes are horizontally located in ye = 13. For the 3-point
Stereo Matching Distance (3ptSMD) this is all the image processing performed,
the stereo matching cost was then computed and normalized and this cost is the
image similarity between the two faces. For the 4-point Stereo Matching Distance
(4ptSMD) the epipolar rectification was then performed on the thumbnail. After
rectification, the stereo matching cost was computed and this cost is the image
similarity between the two faces.
A number of prior experiments have been done with pose variation using the
CMU PIE database, but somewhat different experimental conditions. We have run
our own algorithm under a variety of conditions so that we may compare to these.
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For example, to compare results with [33, 35, 17] we need to use a subset of 34 people
because they use 34 people for training and the remaining 34 for testing. We do not
require training, but we are interested in comparing the methods in equal conditions
so we tested on individuals 35-68 from the PIE database. To compare with [63] we
used 68 people as a test set. Then to illustrate that our method works in more
realistic situations we evaluated simultaneous variation in pose and illumination.
This too is done in two separate experiments, one to compare with [33, 35] and one
to compare with [63].
3.4.1 PIE Pose Variation: 34 Faces
We conducted an experiment to compare our method with four others. We
compared with two variants of eigen light-fields[33], eigenfaces[77] and FaceIt as
described in [33, 35]. FaceIt2 is a commercial face recognition system from Identix
which finished top overall in the Face Recognition Vendor Test 2000. Eigenfaces is
a common benchmark algorithm for face recognition. Finally, eigen light-fields is a
state of the art method for face recognition across pose.
In this experiment we selected each gallery pose as one of the 13 PIE poses and
the probe pose as one of the remaining 12 poses, for a total of 156 gallery-probe pairs.
We evaluated the accuracy of our method in this setting and compared to the results
in [33, 35]. Table 3.3 summarizes the average recognition rates. Table 3.1 presents
detailed results for this experiment using 3ptSMD and Table 3.2 presents detailed
results for this experiment using 4ptSMD. Figure 3.5 shows several cross-sections of
the results with different fixed gallery poses.
2Version 2.5.0.17 of the FaceIt recognition engine was used.
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The fact that 3ptSMD performs solidly both when the epipolar lines fit (with
an average of 81.4%) and when they don’t (with an average of 75.4% ) and overall
(with an average of 78.5% as reported in Table 3.7) shows that assuming horizontal
epipolar geometry is not a bad approximation for real applications of face recognition





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.5 shows a comparison with the results presented in the paper of Gross
et al. [33, 35]. In this experiment we observe that in all gallery poses our method
outperforms all the other methods for the extreme probe poses (c34, c31, c14, c02,
c25 and c22). Observe that the 4ptSMD method is considerably better than than
3ptSMD at the poses where there is considerable misalignment (the poses marked
with ∗).
Table 3.4 shows a comparison with Chai et al. [17], using the experimental
conditions described in their paper. The gallery pose is c27 and contains 34 faces,
the probe poses are: c05, c29, c37, c11, c07 and c09. Note that this is a slice of
data from Table 3.1 . Our 3ptSMD method produces nearly perfect results in these
conditions, results that are much better than those reported in Chai et al.




Eigenfaces [33, 35] 16.6%
FaceIt [33, 35] 24.3%






3-point Stereo Matching Dis-
tance
79.8%





LiST (Romdhani et al. [63]) 74.3%
3-point Stereo Matching Dis-
tance
74.5%




Table 3.4: Comparisons over a slice of the data with the method of Chai et al. [17]
and Gross et al. [35]. The gallery pose is c27 and contains 34 faces. The table
layout is the same as the one presented in [17].
Methods
Probe 3ptSMD LLR-step5 ELF ELF
Pose with PCA+LDA (3-P Normalization) (Complex)
c05 100% 98.5% 88% 93%
c29 100% 100% 86% 91%
c37 100% 82.4% 74% 89%
c11 97% 89.7% 76% 78%
c07 100% 98.5% 100% 95%
c09 100% 98.5% 87% 93%
Mean 99.5% 94% 85.1% 89.8%
3.4.2 PIE Pose Variation: 68 Faces
We also compared our results with the ones presented in Romdhani et al. [63].
These results are, to our knowledge, the best reported on the whole PIE database
for pose variation. In this work all 68 images were used, so for this part we report
our results using all 68 faces. Table 3.3 summarizes the results of this experiment.
The global average for the method of Romdhani et al. [63] is 74.3%, the global
average for our 3ptSMD method is about the same, at 74.5%. For the subset of
poses in which the epipolar lines fit perfectly our average performance is 80.8%,
while theirs is 71.6%. We consider the case where all epipolar lines fit to be the best
possible scenario for the 3ptSMD. When the epipolar lines are misaligned the average
for 3ptSMD is 69.2%. Our 4ptSMD achieves overall accuracy of 82.4%, which is
considerably higher than the performance of Romdhani et al. Our method runs
about 40 times faster than the method presented in [63], requires fewer manually











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.4.3 PIE Pose and Illumination Variation
We also evaluated the performance of the method across pose and illumination.
Although our method is not designed to handle lighting variation, the use of nor-
malized correlation in matching may provide some robustness to lighting changes.
The objective of this experiment is to verify that the good performance obtained
when there is variation in pose (the previous experiments) are not an artifact of
the (constant) illumination condition, and that the system degrades gracefully with
lighting changes.
In this section we compare our method to Bayesian Face Subregions (BFS) [33]
in the case of simultaneous variation of pose and illumination. For this experiment,
the gallery is frontal pose and illumination. For each probe pose, the accuracy
is determined by averaging the results for all 21 different illumination conditions.
The results of this comparison are presented in Figure 3.6. We observe that our
algorithm strictly dominates BFS over all probe poses.
For lighting invariance they use [34] which computes the reflectance and illu-
mination fields from real images using some simplifications, while we simply use an
approximation to normalized correlation.
Table 3.7: Summary of the cases where the camera movement is horizontal and
when it is not over the experiments with 3ptSMD and 4ptSMD.







3ptSMD 34 84.8% 75.6% 79.8%
3ptSMD 68 80.8% 69.2% 74.5%
4ptSMD 34 87.2% 86.5% 86.8%
4ptSMD 68 82.6% 82.3% 82.4%
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Figure 3.6: (A comparison of out method with BFS. Gallery pose is frontal (c27)
probe poses are as indicated in the x axis, we report the average over the 21 illumi-
nations.
We also performed experiments in such a way that we can compare with [9]
and [63]. For this experiment we used images of the faces of 68 individuals viewed
from 3 poses (front: c27, side: c5 and profile: c22) and illuminated from 21 different
directions. We used light number 12 for the gallery illumination to be able to
compare our results with [63]. They select that lighting because “...the fitting is
generally fair at that condition”. Our results are presented in Table 3.8. We do
not expect our results to be as good as those of [63], because our algorithm only
accounts for lighting variation by using a fast approximation to normalized cross
correlation as described in Criminisi et al. [22], while [63] has a 3-D model and
performs an optimization to solve for the lighting that best matches the model to
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the image. We also tested on without ambient lights part of the PIE dataset which






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Our stereo matching method degenerates into an approximation to normal-
ized correlation over small windows when there is no change in pose. Our method
performs better than Romdhani et al. [63] when there is no pose change (gallery
probe combinations: F-F, S-S and P-P). It is surprising that our method works
better than theirs in this case because we are using a simple illumination insensitive
image comparison technique and they perform an optimization to solve for lighting.
Overall, for this experiment our global average is 74.6% while the global average of
Romdhani et al. [63] is 81%, which is considerably better.
3.5 Conclusion
We have presented a simple, general method for face recognition with pose
variation that is based on stereo matching. Our approach is motivated by the
observation that correspondence is critical for face recognition across pose. Finding
correspondences in 2-D is exactly the problem that stereo matching solves. We use
stereo matching for face recognition across pose and show that this method exhibits
excellent performance when compared to existing methods.
Our method is very simple. The formulation itself is straight-forward yet it is
based on a very well-understood problem (stereo matching). The implementation
can be done in C in a couple hundred lines of code.
The method we presented also degrades gracefully in the case of simultaneous
variation of pose and illumination. Although our method is not really meant to
handle lighting variation, since it uses normalized correlation it is somewhat robust
to changes in illumination.
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We evaluated our method using the CMU PIE dataset under a wide variety of
conditions. Our results show that with pose variation and constant illumination our
method is much more accurate than the methods of Gross, et al. [35], Chai et al. [17]
and Romdhani et al. [63]. Additionally, our method is robust to some variation in
lighting.
We feel that the main difference between our method and prior approaches
is the use of stereo matching to find correspondences. Our method compares cor-
responding pixels very simply, using normalized correlation; this is a much more
naive comparison than in many prior approaches. Therefore, we feel that the main
reason for the superior experimental performance of our system lies in our emphasis
on comparing images based on these correspondences.
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Chapter 4
Face Recognition with Weight Variation
This chapter presents our work using stereo matching as method to recognize
face in the presence of weight variation, this part of the work emphasizes the im-
portance of finding correspondences and shows the feasibility of using stereo, even
when the deformation is not rigid (such as weight variation and slight variation in
expression).
There have been a wide variety of algorithms proposed for face recognition
in the presence of important variations such as: pose, illumination, expression and
aging, but to our knowledge no work has been done on weight variation. Our work
evaluates some of these algorithms using our weight variation dataset. We believe
that the availability of a weight variation dataset will encourage the development of
algorithms that specifically account for weight variation.
4.1 Face Recognition with Weight Variation
We are also interested in considering another such type of face variation,
changes in weight. Many applications, such as passport photo verification, police
investigations, or the sorting of personal photographs require that we recognize an
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individual in photos taken months or years apart, in which the subject’s weight may
change considerably. Yet there has been no study of the effect that weight change
has on the accuracy of recognition algorithms. We are interested in addressing this
problem for the first time.
We have collected our own dataset of images with weight variation. In order
to minimize the amount of time between photos. Some images were obtained from
weight loss forums and personal photo documentaries. Other images came from the
TV show The Biggest Loser. Figure 4.1 shows an example of an individual’s weight
variation.
We performed some preliminary experiments to get a sense of the data set. In
our experiments, we have found that performance of existing algorithms degrades
markedly as the amount of weight change increases. This suggests that weight
change alone can have a large effect on recognition performance.
Third, we find that there are large differences in the relative performance of
different algorithms as the amount of weight change varies. In particular, we find
that of the recognition algorithms tested, the most robust performance is obtained
by algorithms that stress finding correspondences.
265 lbs 250 lbs 245 lbs 234 lbs 220 lbs




We used the following algorithms:
• NC: Normalized correlation.
• Window-NSSD: Window NSSD with clipping.
• FPLBP: Four patch local binary pattern as described in Wolf et al. [82]
using code provided by its authors and default parameters and SSD of the
descriptors of the two images. The images are filtered using a non-linear noise
removal method (wiener2 in MATLAB).
• SMD-0d: Stereo Matching Distance at zero-disparity, to evaluate the benefit
of having a structured occlusion cost but no non-trivial correspondences.
• SMD: Stereo Matching Distance by Castillo and Jacobs [13].
• SVM-diff: SVM trained on “differences” of face images normalized to zero
mean and unit variance [60]. The γ and C parameter are evaluated by 5-fold
cross validation on the training set on a grid of options for (γ, C) [18].
• SVM-GO: SVM trained on gradient orientation “differences” [46]. The γ
and C parameter are evaluated by 5-fold cross validation on the training set
on a grid of options for (γ, C) [18].
• LBP-SVM: An SVM is trained to integrate several LBP-based distance mea-
sures from FPLBP and TPLBP. The LBP descriptors are computed using code
publicly available from Wolf et al. [82]. The images are filtered using a non-
linear noise removal method (wiener2 in MATLAB).
• ERCF: The images are classified using ERCF. The costs are computed using
the Linux binaries publicly available from Nowak and Jurie [54].
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Figure 4.2 shows how the performance of non-learning algorithms varies with
weight change. First, we can see that performance of all algorithms drops as the
amount of weight change increases. The magnitude of these changes suggest that
weight change plays a very significant role in the difficulty of this task.
We can also see that different algorithms display different levels of robustness
to weight change. SMD is best when there is larger weight variation, but not when
the weight change is small. FPLBP descriptors work very well when there is little
weight variation but the performance decreases dramatically even in the presence of
moderate weight gain.
Figure 4.2 also shows that there is a very slight difference between the perfor-
mance of the two occlusion methods (window-nssd and SMD-0d). The performance
of SMD-0d is slightly more robust to weight variation than window-nssd.
Figure 4.3 shows an ROC curve of all the non-learning methods compared on
the entire Web Forum Dataset. This figure shows that SMD clearly and uniformly
performs best.
From Figures 4.2 and 4.3 we observe that the two occlusion methods (window-
nssd and SMD-0d) perform essentially equally well suggesting that it is not the treat-
ment of occlusions but the ability to form correspondences with non-zero disparity
that explains the difference between these two methods and SMD.
Figure 4.5 shows an ROC curve of all the methods that use learning. For this
experiment we use half the dataset to train and half the dataset to test in a 2-fold
cross-validation experiment. The curves presented are averages of each leg of the
experiment. SMD (which was the best performing of the image matching methods)
was also evaluated on the same testing set.
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Figure 4.2: Performance of classifiers by groups of similar relative weight variation.
From Figure 4.5, we observe that ERCF and LBP-SVM perform best among
the methods based on learning. The performance of SMD (which is not a learning
based method) is better than the performance of the top two learning methods.
From Figures 4.4 and 4.5 we observe that the performance of LBP-SVM is
globally very good but note that of all the evaluated methods the performance of
LBP-SVM degrades the most as weight change increases, therefore, the method is
the least robust to weight variation of all the learning methods evaluated.
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Figure 4.3: ROC curve comparing all the non-learning based methods.
4.1.2 Discussion
First, results with all algorithms show that weight change can have a very
significant effect on the accuracy of recognition algorithms. We consider group one
to contain minor fluctuations in weight, zero to eight pounds for a 160 pound person.
Group two contains weight changes that are commonly seen over a few years time,
ranging from eight to twenty-seven pounds for a 160 pound person. Group three
contains more extreme weight changes. Depending on the algorithm, the moderate
weight changes in group two can account for an increase of between 10% and 50%
in errors from group one to group two. The more extreme weight changes of group
three create much more dramatic increases in error rates. This indicates that our
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Figure 4.4: Performance of learning-based classifiers by groups of similar relative
weight variation.
dataset does indeed capture many of the special difficulties posed by weight change,
and that weight change is an important challenge for face recognition algorithms.
Next we will discuss why some methods work better than others in the presence
of weight variation. The top two methods (ERCF [54] and SMD) have the common
feature of finding non-trivial correspondences beyond those provided by alignment
with a similarity transformation. While both methods do so taking very different
approaches, experiments suggest that this results in better performance. These
two methods do not explicitly account for weight variation but perform better in
the presence of weight change, and are more robust to weight variation than other
methods. For instance, methods based on local binary patterns (LBPs) perform
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Figure 4.5: ROC curve comparing all the evaluated learning based methods. SMD
was evaluated on the same testing set for comparison purposes.
remarkably well when there is little or no weight variation, but performance degrades
rapidly when there is a large amount of weight variation.
The importance of correspondences is highlighted by the fact that SMD-0d is
identical to SMD except that it only allows zero disparities. Therefore, the difference
in performance between these two methods shows explicitly the importance of non-
zero disparity correspondences.
Additionally the matching experiments show small yet significant difference
in performance between normalized correlation and window-nssd with clipping and
SMD-0d (the later two performing basically equally well). This illustrates the gain
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in accounting for occlusions. It is, however, unclear how such knowledge can be
leveraged in a learning based method.
As there is limited data it is hard to draw definitive conclusions about learning
algorithms. But we have verified that learning-based methods can perform well with
this data. It is somewhat difficult to determine what constitutes a realistic scenario
for learning algorithms when there is weight change. On one hand, it may be possible
in the future to train learning systems with more data. On the other hand, our data
mainly consists of image pairs with weight change. In many situations, learning
based methods will be trained mostly using pairs that have limited weight change,
which might hinder their ability to account for weight changes that do occur.
We have evaluated a variety of existing methods on our dataset. We have
shown that weight variation is a significant confounding factor in face recognition
and performance of all algorithms does, in fact, decrease as weight variations in-
crease, suggesting that as face recognition methods move towards unconstrained
settings weight variation needs to be accounted for.
Finally, our experiments also show that methods based on correspondences
perform better as the weight variation increases. While not developed specifically for
face recognition with weight variation the correspondence-based algorithms perform
solidly and are quite robust to this variation.
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Chapter 5
Face Recognition with Large Pose
Variation
In this chapter we present a dynamic programming-based stereo method that
accounts for slant and that turns out to be excellent at handling large pose variation.
5.1 Introduction
Our work presented in Chapter 3 has shown that stereo matching algorithms
can be used to perform 2D face recognition in the presence of pose variation. In this
approach, stereo is not used for reconstruction. Instead, two images are compared
by matching them with a stereo algorithm and using the cost of this matching as a
measure of similarity. This approach has produced the best current results on the
pose variations found in the CMU PIE dataset.
However, this approach to face recognition stresses stereo matching algorithms
significantly. When comparing faces taken from very different viewpoints, one essen-
tially must perform stereo matching with a very wide baseline. While a great deal
of progress has been made in wide baseline stereo [49], these approaches generally
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do not produce a cost based on dense correspondences that is appropriate for image
comparison and face recognition.
In this chapter we propose a new algorithm for wide baseline, dense stereo
matching that capitalizes on two characteristics of the problem that arise in the
context of face recognition. First, although large changes in pose do create significant
occlusions in a face, they generally do not affect the monotonicity of correct matches.
Even when matching a frontal view of someone to her profile, we can establish a
continuous matching over one half of the face. This allows us to apply dynamic
programming-based stereo algorithms that might be unsuitable for wide-baseline
matching of more general scenes. Second, in wide-baseline stereo slant and tilt
affect the appearance of an object. This creates a chicken-and-egg problem in which
it is difficult to find the right match for image points without knowing the slant
and tilt, but one needs correspondences to determine the slant and tilt. However,
pose variation in faces tends to produce foreshortening primarily in the direction
of the epipolar lines. We show that this allows us to use dynamic programming
to solve for the main component of foreshortening at the same time that we find
correspondences.
We have also included a curvature prior on our stereo matching algorithm.
This seems to help in cases in which there is small variation in pose while accounting
for slant seems to help in cases where the variation in pose is large.
We test the resulting stereo matching algorithm using the PIE dataset. We
show that this method outperforms the approach presented in Chapter 3, as well as
other previous approaches to face recognition with pose variation.
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5.2 Stereo Matching with Slant
In Chapter 3 we have shown that stereo matching algorithms can be used
to perform 2D face recognition in the presence of pose variation. In this approach,
stereo is not used for reconstruction. Instead, two images are compared by matching
them with a stereo algorithm and using the cost of this matching as a measure of
similarity.
We hypothesize that for face recognition, slant alone has a very significant
effect. This hypothesis is motivated by the observation that in face recognition,
images are usually taken of upright people by upright cameras. Large variations
in pose generally occur as the face turns from frontal towards profile. Therefore,
epipolar lines relating two images tend to be approximately horizontal. At the same
time, horizontal lines across a face tend to experience much greater depth variations
than do vertical lines. Therefore, while the effects of tilt cannot be completely
dismissed in face images, we expect that a stereo matching algorithm that accounts
for slant alone can produce improvements in recognition performance when there
are large pose variations. This is important because we will show that slant can be
accounted for with a dynamic programming algorithm.
When two images are matched with a variation in lighting, it is important to
somehow normalize the images to overcome the effects of local changes in intensity.
In this work we focus on one of the most common approaches, in which we match
small windows between images with intensities normalized to remove additive and
multiplicative effects. This requires us to account for the effects of slant on window
size, but other representations that we have examined seem to raise similar issues.
Next we examine the effect of slanted surfaces in window-based stereo matching
[44]. We assume that the two images have been rectified so that the epipolar lines
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are horizontal. Further, suppose that we use a window for matching that is an axial
aligned rectangle in the left image. We consider which region in the right image will
correspond to this rectangle.
First we note that each of the horizontal sides of the rectangle lie on a single
epipolar line, and so they must lie on this same line in the right image. Next, we
note that since the surface is slanted, ∂d
∂v
≈ 0. This means that the two left corners
of the rectangle in the left image will have approximately the same disparity. The
same will be true of the two right corners. This means that the region in the right
image that corresponds to the rectangle in the left image will have two nearly vertical
sides, and will also be approximately an axial aligned rectangle. The height of these
two rectangles will be the same, since their top and bottom sides lie on the same
two epipolar lines. However, the width of the two rectangles can differ significantly.
This is because the slanted surface can cause different degrees of foreshortening in
the two images. We illustrate this in Figure 6.2.
We can use a first order approximation to determine how this change in width
depends on the change in disparity in the image. To do this, we need only consider
one of the horizontal sides of the rectangle in the left image. Denote the upper left
corner of this rectangle pl, the upper right corner pr, and a point halfway between
the two as pc. Denote the width of the rectangle w = ‖pl − pr‖. Then, if we denote
the disparity values at these three points as dl, dr, dc, the width of the rectangle
in the right image will be w + dr − dl. If we denote the change in disparity at pc
by d′c then, to first order, we may say the rectangle in the right image will have a
width of w(1 + d′c). In the next section we will use this as the basis of a dynamic
programming matching algorithm.
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Note that the expression above gives a negative width when d′ < −1. This is
correct, since in this case the order of dl and dr will be different in the two images.
Such a situation violates the monotonicity constraint in matching.
Figure 5.1: A wooden wall with a small patch marked seen from two viewpoints.
This example illustrates the critical importance of handling slant correctly.
5.3 Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Dynamic programming (DP) approaches to stereo matching have been widely
used [21, 22]. These are suitable for face recognition because they are fast and images
of faces can be matched using a monotonicity constraint [5]. The chief disadvantage
of using DP in stereo is inconsistency of matching across scan lines. While this
produces artifacts in reconstruction, it does not significantly affect the matching
cost, which is all that is used in face recognition.
DP matches one scan line at a time. We work in an (x − d) space, in which
x represents the location of a pixel along a scan-line in the left image, and d rep-
resents the disparity assigned to this pixel. This representation makes explicit the
change in disparity as we move from one match to the next; the effects of slant on
window size can be determined from this change in disparity. It also allows us to
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use fractional values of d, which is important in calculating accurate windows. Even
though our representation is asymmetric between the images, the costs of matching
and occlusion are treated symmetrically.
5.3.1 The Algorithm
The core of our algorithm is to associate a disparity to every pixel in one scan
line using dynamic programming. We can think of DP as the process of filling up
a table T of possible x (position) and d (disparity) values. T (x, d) gives the cost of
the cheapest set of matchings and occlusions that account for all pixels in the left
image up to pixel x, and all pixels in the right image up to x + d. x ranges from
1 to N , d ranges between minimum and maximum disparity values, and takes on
fractional values. This allows subpixel matching, which has an important effect on
window size. We proceed recursively by determining the minimum cost sequence
of matchings that would result in matching pixel x with disparity d for each (x, d)
pair, assuming that we have already computed this for all pairs that have a smaller
value of x, or an equal value of x and a smaller value of d.
Finally, we define a curvature prior. Incorrect correspondences tend to have
high total curvature. We implement the curvature prior using multiple tables or
planes. Each plane stores costs for correspondences ending at a given slant, α.
Jumping between planes incurs a cost that is proportional to the change in slant
represented by each of the two planes. This type of prior was proposed by Belhumeur
in his classical work on binocular stereopsis [5].
There are three types of moves that can be made in filling in a new table entry:
matching moves, left occluding moves and right occluding moves. The table Cm is
a 3-dimensional array that for each position (α, x, d) has the best cost to account
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for pixels up to position x on the left scan line and up to position x + d on the
right scan line and ending in a match with a slant of α. Similarly, there are two
two-dimensional occlusion tables (Col and Cor), that for a position (x, d) store the
cheapest cost to account for pixels up to x on the left scan line and x + d on the
right scan line and in which the last action is to occlude on the left/right.
5.3.2 Matching Moves
If we arrive at the correspondence implied by (x, d) through matching, this
means that pixel x in the left image is matched to point x + d in the right image.
This must be based on a previous table entry that account up to (x − 1, dp). The
cost of the best matching move is:
Cm(α, x, d) = min
dp∈(d−3,d+1)
c((x− 1, dp), (x, d))+ (5.1)
min

minβ{(α− β)2 + Cm(β, x− 1, dp)}
Cor(x− 1, dp) + γ
Col(x− 1, dp) + γ
where tanα = d− dp. c indicates the cost of a move, which will match this one new
pixel in the left image to a number of pixels in the right image that depends on the
number of integers between x − 1 + dp and x + d. For pixels that are matched in
the right image, we can interpolate to find the non-integer location in the left image
that they match.
The value of c((x − 1, dp), (x, d)), then, is the sum of a matching cost that
is computed for each pixel that is matched. Observe that in c((x − 1, dp), (x, d))
the value dp depends directly on the value of α. Another way of writing it would
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be c((x − 1, dp(α)), (x, d)), but we don’t do so to simplify notation. This cost is
determined by the approximation to normalized SSD used by Criminisi et al.[22].




















where I l is the left image and Ir is the right image and Ī denotes the global mean
of the image. In this method the “image” refers to 3x7 overlapping windows (or
patches)1.
The curvature prior is implemented as a penalty for changing slant planes.
This can be observed from the (α−β)2 in Equation 5.3. Additionally, γ is a penalty
for entering or leaving an occluded state.
When matching a pixel in the left image, we use d′ = d − dp to determine
the window size in the right image. We then use interpolation to create a matching
window in the right image and resize it to be the same size as the window in the
left image. The size of the window in the left image is fixed at 3 × 7. The size of
the window in the right image is therefore 3(1 + tanα)× 7
When matching a pixel in the right image, we interpolate the disparity for that
match appropriately, so we can determine a point in the left image that matches it.
We then similarly use interpolation to create an appropriate matching window in the
left image. As discussed below, we only consider values for dp for which −1 < d′ ≤ 3
since other values signal an occlusion.
1We will abuse notation and define NSSD(l, r) as NSSD as defined before in a 3 × 7 window
around the points (l, s) and (r, s) of the images, where s is the current scan line.
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5.3.3 Right Occluding Moves
In addition to matches, we allow for occlusions in either the left or right image.
When there is an occlusion in the right image the disparity increases. In this case,
the x value that indicates the position of the last pixel in the left image that has
been accounted for does not change. The occlusion cost is based on the number of
occluded pixels. That is:
Cor(x, d) = min

minαCm(α, x, d) + γ
mindp<d(bdc − bdpc)M + Cor(x, dp)
(5.3)
where M is the cost of a single occlusion. The top part of the equation defines a
cost to enter the occluded state from a matching state. The bottom part defines a
cost to move along the occluded state.
5.3.4 Left Occluding Moves
If k pixels in the left image are occluded to reach (x, d), this implies that
previous to the occlusion we had accounted for x− k pixels in the left image, with
a disparity of d+ k. Therefore, we have:
Col(x, d) = min

minαCm(α, x, d) + γ
mink<xMk + Col(x− k, d+ k)
(5.4)
Similar to right occluding moves, the top part of the equation defines a cost to enter
the occluded state from a matching state. The bottom part defines a cost to move
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along the occluded state. It is not possible to jump from occluding on the left to
occluding on the right and vice-versa.
5.3.5 Total Cost for Recognition
Finally, we compute T (x, d) as the cheapest of these possible moves, that is:
T (x, d) = min
β
Cm(β, x, d) (5.5)
The cost of matching between two stereo pairs is therefore mind T (N, d). Following
[14] we note that in recognition, one does not know which image should be treated as
left, and which should be right. Therefore, we try both possibilities, taking the one
that produces a minimum cost. Furthermore, we can try flipping one of the images.
This allows us to effectively match a right profile image to a left profile image, even
though technically there may be no corresponding points visible in both images.
Again, we use the flipped image only when this results in a lower cost matching.
Similarly, we refer to flipped pose pairs as the cases where the azimuthal angles of
the poses being compared have different signs, and unflipped is when the azimuthal
angles have the same sign.
5.4 Experimental Evaluation
We have tested our algorithm using the CMU PIE dataset [70]. This dataset
consists of 13 poses of which 9 have approximately the same camera altitude (poses:
c34, c14, c11, c29, c27, c05, c37, c25 and c22). Three other poses have a significantly
higher camera altitude (poses: c31, c09 and c02) and one last pose has a significantly
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lower camera altitude (pose c07). Additionally, we consider 22 lighting conditions
with lights on (called the lights track).
Thumbnails were generated using four hand-clicked points per face. This is
enough to estimate the epipolar geometry under a scaled orthographic projection
assumption. The height of the thumbnails is 72 pixels; the width is pose dependent.
In our setup the images being matching have been rectified so that the epipolar lines
are horizontal.
All results presented here are under gallery-probe experiments using the 68
individuals in the CMU PIE dataset. In this type of experiment a gallery is built
using images with one pose and is queried with images in another pose. We will call
a variation of more than 45◦a large pose variation, and a variation of 45◦or less a
small pose variation.
A number of prior experiments have been done with pose variation using the
CMU PIE database, but somewhat different experimental conditions. We will com-
pare our results with our previous results using SMD (Stereo Matching Distance)
[14]. That method produces the best published results across the 13 pose conditions
in the CMU PIE dataset. Also, since our algorithm is similar to [14] except for our
method of compensating for slant, this provides a direct evaluation of this innova-
tion. The results for this comparison are presented in Table 7.2. We also compare
with the method of Romdhani et al. [63] which is based on 3-D morphable models,
a method that historically has had excellent performance in this type of task. There
are several other works that focus on pose and illumination variation and evaluate
on the CMU PIE dataset (see [85, 33, 17]). Most of them don’t evaluate using large
variation in pose [85, 17] and for the ones that do [33], the method of Castillo and



























Figure 5.2: Gain in performance of Slant SMD compared to SMD (in the 68 face
test case), as the angle difference changes. Flipped refers to cases where the az-
imuthal angles of the poses being compared have different signs, unflipped is when
the azimuthal angles have the same sign. All bands show a 90% confidence interval.
Table 5.1: A comparison of recognition accuracy averaged across pose of our slant-








SMD (Castillo and Jacobs [14]) 86.8%




LiST (Romdhani et al. [63]) 74.3%
SMD (Castillo and Jacobs [14]) 82.4%
Slant SMD 85.3%
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Our experiments make the following points:
• Our method eliminates 16% of the errors made by state-of-the-art methods.
Additionally, we show that this difference in performance is statistically sig-
nificant.
• Our method is robust to simultaneous large variation of pose and illumination.
In the next two sections we will describe our experiments and our results.
5.4.1 Pose Variation Experiments
A summary of our pose variation experiments is presented in Table 7.2. These
results show that overall our Slant SMD is better than SMD and that this increase in
performance comes from being better at cases in which there is large pose variation.
The general behavior of the pose pairs can be analyzed in two cases: for
flipped pose pairs the new slant-based method works significantly better than SMD
at small pose variation and the relative performance gain decreases as the pose
change increases. For unflipped pose pairs the slant-compensated method does not
work better than SMD at low pose variation, but it becomes more useful as the pose
variation increases. Details of this behavior can be seen in Figure 5.2 along with
confidence intervals on the prediction.
Table 5.2 shows the details of both stereo methods across all pose variation
cases studied. In this table, the pose pairs where there is large variation in pose are
marked for comparison purposes.
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Statistical Significance
To determine the significance of these results we used McNemar’s test [50].
We tabulated the two methods we wanted to compare (SMD and Slant SMD) with
the dichotomous trait: correct/incorrect.
We are, therefore, performing a hypothesis test where the null hypothesis is
that the probability that a face is classified correctly by SMD and incorrectly by
Slant SMD is equal to the probability of a face being classified correctly by Slant
SMD and incorrectly by SMD. The alternative hypothesis is that the probability
that a face is classified correctly by SMD and incorrectly by Slant SMD is different
from the probability of a face being classified correctly by Slant SMD and incorrectly
by SMD.
We perform the test at individual cells (a given gallery and a given probe),
over all galleries (all galleries for a fixed probe), over all probes (all probes for a
fixed gallery), or over the entire table.
Globally, using McNemar’s test, we can establish that Slant SMD is signifi-
cantly better than SMD (p < 10−8, OR = 2.3). The details for individual cells can



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.4.2 Pose+Illumination Variation Experiments
Table 5.3 shows the results of the pose+illumination experiments performed.
These experiments show the robustness of our method under front-to-profile com-
parison when there is also variation in illumination.
In this experiment images in two poses are compared and one of them (the
gallery) is under lighting condition 12, the query is always in profile and illuminated
in the lighting condition indicated in the table.
Our experiments show that our slant compensated method works considerably
better than SMD under these conditions. The approach of [63] does still outperform
both stereo-based methods. This may be because of the use of a 3-D morphable
model and more sophisticated representations of the effects of lighting (at the same
time, one should note that the decision to use lighting condition 12 for the gallery
was made originally by [63] as one that is favorable for their method; [14] and we
use the same gallery to allow comparisons). These results also suggest there is a lot





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Our experiments show that our method outperforms existing methods for large
pose variation. There is a small fall-off compared to our previous method [14] when
the poses are very similar (small variation in pose). The method also works works
well in small pose variation cases.
5.5 Conclusions
Dense, wide-baseline stereo matching is a very challenging problem. However,
when we are using stereo matching for face recognition, our problem is somewhat
simplified. Faces, even seen from quite different viewpoints, can be matched mono-
tonically, making it practical to apply dynamic programming. Furthermore, we
hypothesize that the effects of slant predominate over those of tilt, due to the shape
and typical imaging conditions for faces. This allows us to develop a dynamic
programming-based stereo matching algorithm that fully accounts for the effects of
slant on window size. This leads to significant performance gains in face recognition
in the presence of large pose variations.
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Chapter 6
Towards Dense, Wide-baseline Stereo
under Varying Illumination
In this chapter we present our MRF-based stereo matching formulation that
fully accounts for slant and tilt using a deformed-window unary cost and a novel
pairwise cost that measures curvature.
6.1 Introduction
Originally, stereo focused on the problem of matching images taken at the
same instant using a narrow baseline. However, interest has grown in matching
images taken from very different viewpoints at different times. This can enable
reconstruction of scenes using images taken from mobile platforms (e.g., Google
street maps), visualization using internet images (e.g., phototourism [71]) or even
face recognition (e.g., [15]). Matching such images presents new challenges because
they can have much wider baselines and significant lighting variations.
These two challenges are intertwined. A great many approaches have been
suggested for image matching with lighting variation; these often include the use of
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image gradient directions, the use of windows or region-based descriptions, which
allow for normalization. However, foreshortening from changing viewing direction
affects both the direction of image gradients and the shape and size of corresponding
windows. Wide baselines can cause these effects to be quite large.
To address this problem we propose a stereo matching approach in which
pixels are labeled according to their disparity and relative slant and tilt. This
allows us to compare pixels in different images using windows that are rectified to
allow for changes in window shape due to viewpoint change. A key contribution is
the proposal of a new pairwise cost function that measures the consistency between
neighboring labels. This pairwise cost is a metric, allowing us to use Graphcuts to
optimize the resulting cost.
Representing disparity, slant and tilt leads to a potentially huge label set.
However, each label represents a planar surface; consequently a relatively modest
number of labels are needed to accurately approximate any given scene. We exploit
this using an algorithm in which we incrementally add labels as needed, so that our
Graphcuts problem remains manageable.
Our cost can be adapted to any stereo matching method that uses windows
or regions when comparing pixels. We experiment using a very simple but popular
approach of comparing windows by the sum of square differences between their
normalized intensities. Our experiments focus on showing that stereo matching
using slant and tilt can provide a substantial improvement over matching that uses
only fixed sized windows, or over pixel based matching. We do this using our own
new dataset of outdoor images taken with wide baselines and lighting variation,
using face images with varying pose and lighting, from the CMU PIE [70] dataset
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and also using the wide baseline images from the DAISY [76] dataset. We also show
experiments on the standard Middlebury data set[67].
6.2 Previous Work
We focus on a Markov Random Field (MRF) formulation of stereo. Many
recent papers have proposed, effective optimization algorithms for use in stereo
matching using MRFs (eg., belief propagation [72] and QPBO-I [64]). When pair-
wise costs between pixels obey a regularity, or metric constraint, Graphcuts-based
methods [12] have proven extremely effective and efficient.
Our work builds on work on image matching with lighting variation, both for
stereo and object recognition. Inspired especially by [47], many recent approaches
have converged on representations that use histograms of image gradient directions.
Recently, a related representation has been shown to be extremely effective in wide
baseline stereo matching [76]. We use simple sum-of-squared distances (SSD) be-
tween two image regions after normalizing them. This has been used in stereo, for
example, by [22].
The effect of slant and tilt on window-based matching was discussed in [23, 44].
When the baseline is not wide, the goal of these approaches is to compensate for
small changes in foreshortening, (eg., [56]) or to use the subtle effects of foreshorten-
ing to perform matching with subpixel accuracy. [45] propose a belief propagation-
based framework for stereo matching in the presence of slanted and curved surfaces.
Also, [15] proposes a dynamic programming method that accounts for slant (but
not tilt) in wide baseline matching of faces. There is also work that uses a second
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order prior for MRFs for stereo [83] to remove the fronto-parallel bias of existing
stereo methods.
We represent the relative slant and tilt of a surface at each pixel, in terms
of the horizontal and vertical changes in disparity. Previous approaches, [10] for
example, labels patches of images with planar surfaces or b-splines in the scene.
6.3 Stereo Matching Cost
In this section we introduce our stereo matching cost. First, we define a grid-
shaped graph, with one labeled node for each pixel in the first image, and edges
between horizontal and vertical neighbors. Next we describe the unary costs for
these labels, based on normalized SSD with deformed windows. Finally, we define
a pairwise cost for the labels of two adjacent pixels. This cost essentially measures
the amount of curvature implied by this pair of labels. We formulate a binary cost
that is a metric, allowing us to optimize the complete stereo matching cost using
Graphcuts.




U(p, fp) + λ
∑
{p,q}∈N




where S is the set of sites, p and q are sites, N is the set of neighboring sites and
f is a labeling, in which fr is the label assigned to site r ∈ S under the labeling f .





1 ∃p : fp = l
0 otherwise
(6.2)
This assigns a fixed cost to every distinct label used. This discourages the use
of excess labels, which, as we will see, increase the computational cost of using
Graphcuts.
6.3.1 Labels
Disparity determines the location of matching pixels, while slant and tilt de-
termine the shape of windows. Therefore we label each pixel with a triple of pa-
rameters, (s, t, c), that describe a plane in disparity space. Calling disparity w, this
plane is given by w = sx + ty + c. For example, if we label a pixel at location
(x0, y0) with (s, t, c) then the disparity at this pixel is given by sx0 + ty0 + c. In
this representation, s encodes what we call the slant of the surface, given by ∂w
∂x
,
while t represents the tilt, ∂w
∂y
. Slant and tilt are therefore defined in a disparity
space, rather than the geometric space of the scene. This has the advantage that we
can use this approach for matching when the epipolar geometry of an image pair is
known, but the magnitude of the baseline is still unknown. We adopt this approach
rather than explicitly using disparity as a label because we wish two neighboring
pixels to be coplanar if and only if they have the same label.
6.3.2 Unary Cost
We now examine the effect of slanted and tilted surfaces in window-based
stereo matching [56, 44]. We assume that the two images have been rectified so
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that the epipolar lines are horizontal. Also, in the left image all matching windows
will be axis-aligned rectangles (extension to other shapes is straightforward). To
compute the unary cost we determine the shapes of matching windows in the right
image.
To analyze the deformation of the window, consider an lx × ly rectangle with
corners: (xl, yt), (xr, yt), (xl, yb), (xr, yb) as shown in Figure 6.1. These points on
the left image will match the following points on the right image: (xl + wtl, yt),
(xr + wtr, yt), (xl + wbl, yb) and (xr + wbr, yb). Suppose also that the central point
of this rectangular window, c, has disparity wc, and the disparity horizontally is
changing at a rate s and vertically is changing at a rate t. We can therefore establish
that up to a first order approximation: wtl = wc− 12slx−
1
2




wbl = wc − 12slx +
1
2






tly. The slant therefore
affects the width of the window and the tilt affects the angle of the axis-aligned
quadrilateral. We illustrate this in Figure 6.2.
In our experiments we use normalized SSD (NSSD). A rectangular window is
deformed to account for slant and tilt in the right image. Most image descriptors
(xl, yt)
(xl, yb) (xr, yb)
(xr, yt)
(xc, yc)
(xl + wtl, yt) (xr + wtr, yt)
(xl + wbl, yb) (xr + wbr, yb)
(xc + wc, yc)
ly
lx
Figure 6.1: Deformation of the matching window under slant and tilt. See text for
the values of wtl, wtr, wbl, wbr
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Figure 6.2: A wooden wall with a small marked patch as seen from three distinct
viewpoints. This example illustrates the critical importance of handling slant and
tilt correctly.
such as: normalized correlation, SIFT [47], GLOH [52], and DAISY [76] are window-
based, and can be used with our method.
6.3.3 Pairwise Cost
We now describe a pairwise cost that can be applied to the labels of two
neighboring nodes in the MRF, corresponding to neighboring pixels in the image.
Each label implicitly specifies a point and normal direction in the x-y-w space. We
can think of this as specifying a point on a surface, but this is a surface in an artificial
disparity space rather than in the 3D scene. Intuitively, we imagine interpolating
between two points on the surface associated with neighboring pixels. Our cost
is the amount of curvature in this interpolated surface. Similar costs that seek to
minimize the curvature in a reconstructed surface have long been used in stereo (eg.,
[32, 5]). However, these approaches have not formulated a cost based on curvature
that is suitable for use with Graphcuts.
dp,q(fp, fq) is the cost for vertices p,q where fp and fq are labels for nodes p
and q. This cost is defined only if p and q are neighbors. Note that the cost varies
from one neighborhood to another. This is important, because the same labels can
give rise to quite different geometric relationships at different nodes.
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A node’s label describes the plane w = sx+ty+c, from which we can determine
the disparity at that node, which depends on the x-y coordinates of the node. s and
t give the slant and tilt explicitly. Slant and tilt give us the surface normal, which
is a unit vector in the direction (s, t, 1), and so depends only on the label. We may
refer to the normal vectors associated with labels fp and fq as np and nq.
We will describe our metric using two distances that form components of the
metric. First, we define d∠(fp, fq) = arccos(np · nq): d∠(fp, fq) is a lower bound on
the curvature along any path connecting any two points with these labels. However,
it is not a good cost function, because this bound can be loose. For example, suppose
np = nq = (0, 0, 1), but the disparity at p is 0 and at q is 20. d∠(fp, fq) = 0, but the
two points can only be connected by paths with a great deal of curvature.
We therefore distinguish between two pairwise situations. If the node-label
pairs (p, fp) and (q, fq) imply surface points in disparity space that can be connected
with a surface containing no inflexion points, we call this a relatable pair. Otherwise,
we call (p, fp) and (q, fq) an inflexion pair. For a relatable pair, d∠(fp, fq) tells us
the amount of curvature of an interpolated surface between the two points. Figure
6.3 shows inflexion and relatable pairs.
To define this distinction more precisely, suppose neighboring nodes p and q
have labels fp and fq. Let p have image coordinates (x1, y1) and disparity w1, and
let q similarly correspond to the point (x2, y2, w2) in disparity space. Let v denote
the vector (x2, y2, w2)− (x1, y1, w1). Then if v · np ≤ 0 and −v · nq ≤ 0 we say that
the two points are convexly related. When v · np ≥ 0 and −v · nq ≥ 0 we say the
points are concavely related. The points form a relatable pair when they are either














Figure 6.3: A simple example illustrating the inflexion and relatable relation. Re-
latable pairs are either convex or concave.
It is straightforward to show that d∠ is a metric, and our primary goal is to
adopt a distance that has this value for pairs of labels with a relatable relationship.
However, we must also extend this distance to inflexion pairs in a way that obeys
symmetry and the triangle inequality. We will define a distance for inflexion pairs















where (c1, ..., cn) is a sequence of labels of any length, provided that for all labels,
(p, ci) and (q, ci+1) have a relatable relationship, and that (p, fp) and (q, c1) and
(p, cn) and (q, fq) also have relatable relationships. dI,p,q captures the amount of
curvature required to connect two points through a series of intermediate points
(see Figure 6.5). Note that with a discrete set of labels we can compute dI,p,q using


















Figure 6.5: dp,q(fp, fq) might be computed as d∠(fp, c) + dangle(c, fq) for an appro-
priate c.
6.6. We therefore symmetrize our distance by defining:
dp,q(fp, fq) =

d∠(fp, fq) for a relatable pair
min(dI,p,q(fp, fq), dI,p,q(fq, fp))
for an inflexion pair
(6.4)
We note that our distance imposes symmetry on inflexion pairs in a somewhat arti-






Figure 6.6: Exchanging labels does not produce a symmetric change in geometry,
although in the example it does not greatly affect the curvature of an interpolating
curve.
points, and our distance imposes a reasonable, high cost that effectively discourages
spurious inflexions.
We now explain why this distance obeys the conditions of a metric. dp,q is a
metric provided:
1. dp,q(fp, fq) = 0 if and only if fp = fq.
2. dp,q(fp, fq) = dp,q(fq, fp)
3. dp,q(fp, fq) ≤ dp,q(fp, c) + dp,q(c, fq) for any c.
Condition (1): First, if fp = fq then the surface normals np and nq are equal,
and d∠(fp, fq) = 0. Moreover, the planes determined by these labels are identical,
so that they create a relatable pair and dp,q(fp, fq) = d∠(fp, fq) = 0. Next, we show
that if dp,q(fp, fq) = 0 then fp = fq. First, if dp,q(fp, fq) = 0 then it must be the
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case that np = nq, and the planes in disparity space associated with these labels are
parallel. If the planes are identical, then the labels are also identical. If the planes
are parallel but not identical, then the labels form an inflexion pair. Note that in
this case dp,q(fp, fq) = 0 only if there exists a label c (or sequence of labels) such
that d∠(fp, c) = 0 and d∠(c, fq) = 0, and for which these are relatable pairs. This
can occur only if c = fp and c = fq, so that fp = fq. The same reasoning holds for
a sequence of intermediate labels.
This proof explains our decision to label each node with a plane in disparity
space, rather than making disparity an explicit part of the label. In order to assign
zero cost to planar regions, we must have labels that are identical if and only if the
reconstructed scene points are coplanar.
In order to show that dp,q is symmetric, the main issue is to show that the
inflexion relationship is symmetric. That is, if (p, fp) and (q, fq) have an inflexion
(resp. relatable) relationship, then (p, fq) and (q, fp) also have a inflexion (resp.
relatable) relationship. Given this, symmetry follows directly from the definitions
of d∠ and dp,q.
To show that the inflexion relationship is symmetric, we first must consider
how exchanging labels between two nodes affects the points associated with them in
disparity space. First, we denote the plane and normal associated with fp as P and
np, and similarly define Q and nq. As before, we denote the point in disparity space
associated with (p, fp) as p1 = (x1, y1, w1), and similarly denote the point associated
with (q, fq) as p2 = (x2, y2, w2). We also need to denote the points that occur if we

















Without loss of generality, we assume that p and q are horizontal neighbors,
so that y1 = y2 and x2 = x1 + 1. Note that p
′
1 (and p2) lie in the y = y1 plane, and
also lie on the plane Q. These two planes intersect in a line whose slope in the x-w
plane we denote by s2. p
′
1 and p2 are both on this line, and we have:
p′1 = p2 − (1, 0, s2) = (x1, y1, w2 − s2) (6.5)
Similarly,
p′2 = (x2, y2, w1 + s1) = (x1 + 1, y1, w1 + s1) (6.6)
We will now show that if (p, fp) and (q, fq) have a convex relationship, then (p, fq)
and (q, fp) have a concave relationship. Denote the vector v = p2 − p1 = (1, 0, w2 −
w1) and v
′ = p′2 − p′1 = (1, 0, w1 + s1 − w2 + s2). (p, fp) and (q, fq) have a convex
relationship if and only if:
v · np ≤ 0 and − v · nq ≤ 0 (6.7)
We note that v lies in the y = 0 plane, so these equalities do not depend on the y
component of np or nq. Moreover, the projections of np and nq into the y = 0 plane
are parallel to (s1, 0,−1) and (s2, 0,−1) respectively. So (p, fp) and (q, fq) have a
convex relationship if and only if:

(1, 0, w2 − w1) · (s1, 0,−1) ≤ 0
−(1, 0, w2 − w1) · (s2, 0,−1) ≤ 0
(6.8)
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Some algebraic manipulation then shows that this is equivalent to the conditions
for (p, fq) and (q, fp) having a concave relationship, which are:
v′ · nq ≥ 0 ≡ (1, 0, w1 + s1 − w2 + s2) · (s2, 0,−1) ≥ 0
− v′ · np ≥ 0 ≡ −(1, 0, w1 + s1 − w2 + s2) · (s1, 0,−1) ≥ 0 (6.9)
Identical reasoning shows that exchanging the labels on concave points creates con-
vex points. Therefore, if two points have an inflexion relationship, exchanging labels
maintains that inflexion. Symmetry then follows directly from the definition of our
distance.
Finally, we consider the triangle inequality. We need to show that dp,q(fp, fq) ≤
dp,q(fp, c) + dp,q(c, fq) for any c. First, we note that d∠(fp, fq) obeys the triangle
inequality. This implies that dp,q(fp, fq) ≥ d∠(fp, fq); if (p, fp) and (q, fq) have
a relatable relationship, dp,q(fp, fq) = d∠(fp, fq); otherwise, dp,q(fp, fq) is defined
through a sum of distances that all obey the triangle inequality. Next, suppose that
(p, fp) and (q, fq) have a relatable relationship. From these two facts it follows that
dp,q(fp, fq) ≤ dp,q(fp, c) + dp,q(c, fq) for any c.
This leaves the case in which (p, fp) and (q, fq) have an inflexion relationship.
We can write
dp,q(fp, c) + dp,q(c, fq) = d∠(fp, a1) + · · ·+ d∠(am, c)+
d∠(c, b1) + · · ·+ d∠(bn, fq) (6.10)
where all pairs of labels on the right hand side for which we compute their d∠ have
a relatable relationship when applied to nodes p and q. Note that the sequence of
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ai or bi might be empty. Clearly, then, from the definition of dp,q we have:
dp,q(fp, fq) ≤ d∠(fp, a1) + · · ·+ d∠(am, c)+
d∠(c, b1) + · · ·+ d∠(bn, fq) (6.11)
since the sequence of intermediate labels (a1, ..., am, c, b1, ...bn) is also a valid sequence
of labels to use in computing dp,q(fp, fq).
In practice we can compute the cost directly instead of using a shortest path
algorithm by creating in the inflexion cases a new label fm that contains v and
v× n where n is a vector that points in the direction of np + nq. We then compute:
min(d∠(fp, fm)+d∠(fm, fq), d∠(fq, fn)+d∠(fn, fp)). We call this the analytic version
of the cost. Considering that the analytic cost is both more accurate and faster to
compute there is no reason to use the discrete (shortest paths) version of the cost.
6.3.4 Labels and GraphCuts
In implementing our method we face a trade-off; using a large number of
labels allows us to represent slant and tilt accurately, but leads to a more expensive
algorithm. However, coplanar surfaces in the scene should share the same label,
suggesting that a final solution to the stereo problem should not require a large
number of labels. We do not know a priori which labels will be needed, so we adopt
an incremental solution in which we solve the stereo problem with a small number
of labels and then incrementally add labels as needed.
We initialize by solving the stereo matching problem using only labels with
zero slant and tilt. Then, at each iteration, we add labels that are near the labels
used in the current solution. If a pixel has been labeled with one disparity, slant and
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tilt, we add labels at that node that produce the same disparity along with values
for the slant and tilt that differ from the current values by some delta. We begin
with a delta of 30◦, which we reduce by a factor of two at each iteration, allowing us
to produce labels that are up to 45◦ from frontal. In order to discourage Graphcuts
from finding solutions with unnecessary labels, we also include a penalty based on
the number of different labels used.
6.3.5 Segmentation Cost
We also exploit a prior on the segmentation of the reference image [10].
sp,qp (fp, fq) =

vh if same(p, q) and fp 6= fq
vm if difference(p, q) and fq = fq
1 otherwise
(6.12)
where same and difference determine whether p and q fall on the same segment.
We compute the segmentation of the reference image using EDISON [51]. We then
multiply the segmentation cost by the pairwise cost. Observe that as the segmen-
tation is constant, multiplying by the segmentation cost does not affect the metric
property of the pairwise cost.
6.3.6 Discussion
To summarize, our distance is motivated by the desire to use slant, tilt and
disparity in the unary cost in order to compensate for the effects of foreshortening on
window size and shape. We also want a pairwise cost that discourages curvature. To
impose zero cost on planar surfaces we must use labels that explicitly describe planes
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that are tangent to the reconstructed surface, representing disparity implicitly. We
then choose a cost that exactly measures curvature for labels that create surfaces
that are locally convex or concave. For other labels, we use a cost that obeys
the triangle inequality while also capturing the curvature of possible interpolating
surfaces that contain inflexions. However, this curvature is inherently asymmetric
when interpolation requires inflexion points, and so we artificially symmetrize the
cost.
6.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we evaluate our method with real data from three sources:
1. The CMU-PIE [70] dataset, and our experiments with this dataset are referred
to as PIE experiments. This dataset allows us to compare faces captured
simultaneously under different illuminations.
2. POVRAY rendered stereo pairs with varying illumination. We call this series
of experiments POVRAY [1]. Many papers evaluate on the Corridor POVRAY
images; we extend the image set to contain varying illumination.
3. Our own outdoor images of a building which have a wide baseline and illu-
mination variation. We call this series of experiments Outdoor. This dataset
illustrates one of the main applications we envision for our method.
4. The dataset distributed by the authors of the DAISY descriptor [76]. We call
this series of experiments DAISY. This dataset will allow us to compare our
method with DAISY.
5. The Middlebury Stereo dataset.
In our experiments we evaluated four methods. We will briefly describe each:
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• GC+L2: An L2 distance with direct pixel comparison, a Pott’s smoothness
term, and a Graphcut based stereo matcher. We also tried the Birchfield and
Tomasi [8] distance, however the difference was very small compared to L2 on
these cases. We settled on L2 due to simplicity.
• Second order prior (2op): is the second order prior method of Woodford,
et al. [83].
• GC+NSSD: NSSD data term on 3x7 windows, with a Pott’s smoothness
term, and a Graphcut based stereo matcher. This is a natural baseline because
it is identical to our method without slant, tilt and the pairwise cost.
• Slant+Tilt: our new method
In all output images red pixels are occluded. We now describe the results for each
of the experiments.
6.4.1 PIE Experiments
We evaluated our method using the CMU PIE dataset. The images were
rectified using hand-clicked points. Figure 7.3 shows one such example from the
CMU PIE dataset. In this experiment we took pairs of images of the same individual
in two different poses separated by 60 degrees (front to profile, PIE poses c29 to
c27). For 8 front-profile pairs we generated hand-clicked ground truth disparity
maps.
Figure 6.7: Two images from the CMU PIE dataset.
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We then generated the disparity maps under the 22 illuminations in the PIE
lights dataset. In a method robust to change in illumination the disparities should
not change as the illumination varies. We have partitioned these illumination con-
ditions into 5 groups. The first, G0, contains no lighting variation; we partitioned
the remaining images into four groups from easiest (G1) to hardest (G4). Figure 6.8
shows the results of the this experiment. First, we observe that of the three methods
the best across all illumination conditions is Slant+Tilt. We note that even when
there is no change in illumination the number of incorrect pixels is relatively large.
This is due to the very large baseline. Also, in all cases, as expected, the methods
degrade as the illumination conditions get more difficult.
6.4.2 POVRAY Experiments
We generated variations of the Corridor POVRAY pair under varying illumi-
nation using MRTStereo [1]. The MRTStereo tool generates stereo pairs and the



































Figure 6.8: Results of the PIE experiment. Where the x axis is the group and the y
axis is the average number of pixels per image labeled incorrectly according to the
ground truth.
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corresponding disparity maps. The same Corridor POVRAY pair has been gener-
ated in Li and Zucker [45] and Woodford et al. [83].
The Corridor POVRAY pair has 6 light sources. We have generated 4 test
cases as follows: left image with 6 lights on vs right image with 6, 5, 4 and 3, lights
on. Figure 6.9 shows a pair of images from the POVRAY pair.
In this experiment we compare with the second order prior method of Wood-
ford, et al. [83] and with GC+NSSD. The second order prior method (2op) while
similar to ours in that is has no fronto-parallel bias, has no provision to handle
illumination change and as expected does not perform well in such situations.
6.4.3 Outdoor Experiments
We evaluated our method on outdoor scenes of buildings. The images were
rectified using hand-clicked points [28], results are presented in Figure 6.11. This
experiment shows how our method robustly handles variation in illumination in a
wide baseline setting, even under harsh illumination conditions.
Note that since the entire scene is visible from both viewpoints the correct
correspondences have almost no occlusions. Also, the disparities should uniformly
increase from left to right, and then decrease again.
Figure 6.9: A left-right pair from our corridor image set across illumination.
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second order prior (same illum)
slant+tilt (same illum)
second order prior (1 light off)
slant+tilt (1 light off)
second order prior (2 lights off)
slant+tilt (2 lights off)
second order prior (3 lights off)
slant+tilt (3 lights off)
(a)






































gc+nssd (1 light off)
slant+tilt (1 light off)
gc+nssd (2 lights off)
slant+tilt (2 lights off)
gc+nssd (3 lights off)
slant+tilt (3 lights off)
(b)
Figure 6.10: Results of the POVRAY experiment. (a) comparison of our slant tilt
method with the second order prior method of Woodford, et al. across illumination.
(b) comparison of the slant+tilt method with gc+nssd.
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These experiments suggest that wide baseline matching of outdoor scenes with
varying illumination requires effectively handling slant and tilt. In this experiment










































































































































We also evaluated our method using the dataset captured in the DAISY paper
[76], which also addresses wide baseline matching. DAISY uses descriptors designed
for wide baseline matching (unlike NSSD) and has particularly sophisticated han-
dling of occlusion. We can see in Figure 6.12 that DAISY indeed handles occlusion
well, although it is also the case that our new algorithm is more accurate in some
portions of the image. We find these results to be very encouraging since our work
addresses issues largely orthogonal to those discussed in [76].
6.4.5 Middlebury Stereo Experiments
We have evaluated using the Middlebury Stereo dataset. While our method
is designed to work under wide-baseline setups with varying illumination, it does
not fall apart in narrow-baseline and constant illumination settings such as the
Middlebury dataset. Our best result is at 0.5 pixel accuracy in which it gets 14%
bad pixels, which as of the late 2011 is in the top fourth of reported methods. At 1
pixel accuracy we get 8.3% bad pixels, which is on the top half of reported methods.
In both cases we’re worse than (but near) 2op.
6.5 Conclusion
Our paper makes two contributions. First, we derive a new MRF for stereo
matching that encodes surface orientation. A unary cost allows us to adapt window
shapes to account for foreshortening, while we also develop a metric pairwise cost
that favors smooth surfaces. Second, we show experimentally that accounting for





Figure 6.12: Evaluation of our method under slanted surfaces and a large baseline.
Top row: (a) and (b) are the left and right image. (c) and (d) disparity map and
image warpings for DAISY (reproduced from [76]) warped images built using the
disparity map. Red pixels are occluded. (c) and (d) the disparity map and image
warpings for our Slant+Tilt method. In the bottom row, our methods appear to
show a slightly different viewpoint due to rectification.
variation. We do this primarily by comparing algorithms that are identical except
for these novel features. Our formulation can be applied to other window based
image comparison methods for stereo.
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Chapter 7
Trainable 3D Recognition Using Stereo
Matching
In previous chapters we have used Stereo matching for face recognition in the
presence of pose variation. In this approach, stereo matching is used to compare two
2-D images based on correspondences that reflect the effects of viewpoint variation
and allow for occlusion. We now show how to use stereo matching to derive image
descriptors that can be used to train a classifier. This improves face recognition
performance, producing the best published results on the CMU PIE dataset. We
also demonstrate that classification based on stereo matching can be used for general
object classification in the presence of pose variation. In preliminary experiments
we show promising results on the 3D object class dataset, a standard, challenging
3D classification data set.
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we make two contributions. First, one limitation of the work
presented in Chapter 3 is that the image comparison does not produce a set of
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descriptors that can be used to train a classifier. We show how to extract descrip-
tors from stereo matching for use in classification, and show that this produces
significantly more accurate face recognition in a standard data set. Second, we run
a proof-of-concept experiment that shows that stereo matching can potentially be
used to build classifiers for non-face objects. While preliminary, these experiments
show that stereo matching may contribute more generally to 3D object recognition.
Our approach is simple:
1. Given two images we compute the epipolar geometry and rectify the pair of
images,
2. We then use stereo matching to compute a descriptor. This descriptor encodes
a matching cost for each pixel in each of the two images.
3. This descriptor is used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM). At classi-
fication time, we apply the SVM to this descriptor and use the output of the
SVM as a measure of similarity of the two images.









































































































































































































We describe two sets of experiments. First, we train a stereo-based comparison
method for face recognition using the CMU PIE dataset[70]. In this case, training re-
quires knowledge of the face pose; this is a reasonable assumption, since commercial,
off-the-shelf systems exist for determining pose (eg., [57]). In this domain, we show
that training can eliminate almost half the errors of a stereo-based face recognition
system. Our results significantly exceed all published results in accuracy.
Second, as a proof of concept we evaluate on an object class detection experi-
ment on an existing, challenging dataset[66]. Our results are preliminary, in that we
do make use of a mask of the object of interest in determining the epipolar geometry
relating two images. However, we then compare images using stereo matching and
no object mask, and obtain very encouraging results.
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 discusses related
work. Section 7.3 describes the computation of the stereo matching costs, the im-
age representation, the computation of the descriptors and the epipolar geometry.
Section 7.4 presents and analyzes all experiments. Section 7.5 concludes.
7.2 Related Work
While have been many recent advances in object categorization when there are
limited viewpoint change [6, 26, 79, 25], there is also a significant body of work on the
topic of object recognition using 3D representation and recognition. One important
work is the 3D part based model of Savarese and Li [66]. Instead of recovering full 3D
geometry these parts are connected using their mutual homographic transformation.
Also, as part of this work, the authors collected a large and very hard dataset for
3D object class detection, which we use to evaluate our method.
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The work of Thomas, et al. [75] presents ideas related to ours, in that they
emphasize dense correspondences. However our approach is much simpler and seems
to obtain better results.
Additionally, several works emphasize obtaining “trusted” correspondences
and growing them such the work of Kushal and Ponce [43] and the work of Ferrari,
et al. [27].
In our work we perform recognition by training a two-class classifier to dis-
tinguish between stereo-based descriptors from the same or different classes. This
approach has been previously used by Moghaddam et al. [53] and Phillips [60],
where the authors use the description of face differences for recognition purposes.
7.3 Stereo Matching Pixel-wise Descriptors
We build on our prior work [14], which makes use of the stereo algorithm
of Criminisi et al. [22] to compute a distance between images. Using this stereo
algorithm, we extract descriptors that can be used for classification.
7.3.1 Stereo Matching
The stereo algorithm uses dynamic programming (DP) to find the minimum
cost matching between two corresponding scanlines. The important observation is
that each step in the solution accounts for a single pixel in one of the two images.
This is done using four planes (or cost matrices) called CLo, CLm, CRo and CRm. Each
point in a matrix represents the last point in each image that has been accounted
for, along with the nature of the last step used to account for a point. Points
are accounted for by matching (m) and occlusions (o) in the left (L) and right
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(R) images. The planes allow one to benefit or bias against state continuity. For
example, beginning an occluded region may cost more than continuing an occlusion.
The algorithm is described in detail in Chapter 3.
7.3.2 Descriptor Generation
For recognition purposes, it is important that different areas of the image be
given different weight when making the final same/not-same decision, similar to
what is advocated in [53].
We are interested in describing the image differences between two images when
there is change in viewpoint. To do so we build a descriptor using stereo matching.
Each image is a sequence of scanlines. Each scanline has a corresponding scanline
on the other image. Given two scanlines s1 and s2 of length l1 and l2 respectively
the stereo method computes an optimal matching R which is a sequence (a word) of
length l1 + l2. The optimal matching will be a sequence of symbols in the alphabet:
Σ = {CLo, CLm, CRo, CRm}. Each symbol accounts for one pixel in either s1 or s2.
This means that we can associate a cost with each pixel in each image being
compared. These costs are the descriptor. The costs are calculated by computing the
optimal matching R and then applying the rules presented in Table 7.1. Intuitively,
Table 7.1 shows how to decode a matching. All possible combinations of two letters
are shown along with the formula to decode this.
For each pair of scanlines s1 and s2, this will generate the descriptor D1 (which
has as many costs as the length of s1) and the descriptor D2 (which has as many
costs as the length of s2). Location D1,i indicates how good a match was found
s2 for the pixel in s1,i, and similarly location D2,i indicates how good a match was
found s1 for the pixel in s2,i.
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Table 7.1: Decoding of a matching W = 〈c1, . . . , cn〉 into two descriptors D1 and D2
of the same length of the scanlines matched.
ck ck−1 D1,i D2,j
CLo CLo α -
CLo CLm β -
CLo CRm β -
CRo CLm - β
CRo CRo - α
CRo CRm - β
CLm CLo β
′ +M(i, j) -
CLm CLm γ +M(i, j) -
CLm CRo β
′ +M(i, j) -
CLm CRm M(i, j) -
CRm CLo - β
′ +M(i, j)
CRm CLm - M(i, j)
CRm CRo - β
′ +M(i, j)
CRm CRm - γ +M(i, j)
7.3.3 Image Representation
The image representation is encoded into our method in the data used for
M(l, r) in Eqn. 3.8. We have evaluated describing images using the SIFT-like
[47] DHOG descriptor from the VLFeat library [78] and windowed normalized sum
of square differences (NSSD). We have found that when the intra-class variation
is large, the DHOG descriptor is more accurate than the windowed NSSD image
comparison metric, but when the intra-class variation is small, windowed NSSD
performs much better than DHOG.
The usage of different image representations is very important feature of our
method as it allows the method to be retargetted to different types of recognition
tasks as will be shown in the experimental evaluation section.
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7.3.4 Epipolar Geometry
One key step of our method is the aligning of the features before obtaining
stereo correspondences. This can be done in one of two ways:
1. We can use a small number of feature points to compute the epipolar geometry
of simple uniform objects such as faces in face recognition experiments. In our
experiments we use 4 hand-clicked points to compute a scaled-orthographic
epipolar geometry, as described in [14]. These feature points, in the case of
faces, can be automatically found with good accuracy, for example using a
commercial system such as Omron [57].
2. We can use off-the-shelve methods like the one of Domke and Aloimonos [24]
to automatically compute the epipolar geometry of less uniform objects.
7.3.5 Classification
At training time, once the descriptors have been generated we train a linear
SVM classifier on the same/not same task, similar to [60, 53]1. At test time, when a
new pair of images needs to be compared we compute the descriptor and apply the
SVM. We use the SVM signed distance to the margin as a measure of the similarity
between the two images.
We use LIBSVM [18] and use cross validation to set the value of C. As M(l, r)
is usually bounded from above and below, for example in the case of NSSD by 0
and 1, it is not necessary to perform normalization of the classifiers. In the cases in
which M(l, r) is not bounded from above and below, we linearly scale the values in
the descriptors to the range [0, 1].
1We also tried using a Gaussian RBF kernel and the results were comparable. We adopted a
linear kernel since it has the benefit simplicity.
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For effective classification, after rectification, description and backprojection,
the features should be aligned between different image pairs. This happens in the
case of faces where in each pose the features are aligned with a similarity transforma-
tion to begin with. With general 3D objects this happens to a lesser degree, because
unlike with faces knowing the pose of a 3D object is nearly as hard as knowing its
class. Still, in the case of 3D objects the classifier is able to learn useful things from
the descriptor, as our experiments will show.
7.4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our method in two experiments showing, in both cases, state-of-
the art results:
1. We evaluate on the CMU PIE dataset on a gallery-probe face recognition
experiment across pose.
2. We evaluate on the 3D Object Categories Dataset of Savarese and Li. in an
object categorization task. Note that in this experiment, while we achieve
strong results, we have not yet fully explored the problem of determining the
epipolar geometry.
7.4.1 CMU PIE Experiments
We perform a gallery-probe recognition experiment on the CMU PIE dataset.
In this experiment we use half the individuals to train and half the individuals to
test. For each pair of poses we perform a gallery-probe experiment with all the
individuals in the testing set. The Figure 7.3 shows images from all poses in the


















































In these experiments we used NSSD based descriptors, that is, the value of
M(l, r) in Eqn. 3.8 is based on NSSD.
Our new method is identical to the Stereo Matching Distance (SMD) of [14]
except that we derive descriptors from stereo matching and use them to train an
SVM, while SMD simply sums the stereo matching cost and uses it as a measure
of similarity. Our new approach requires knowledge of the face pose, so that an
appropriate SVM may be trained. This is reasonable for faces, since commercial
systems such as [57] exist for pose determination. With this added training, our
system eliminates almost half the errors produced by SMD. It also creates a large
improvement over the best currently published results.
The protocol is the following:
1. Given a gallery pose and probe pose. Train a SVM using half of all the CMU
PIE data for that gallery-probe, that is: 34 positive descriptors and 34 ∗ 33
negative descriptors.
2. Test on the other half of CMU PIE, by performing 34 independent gallery
probe experiments, on the other half of the data. Build a gallery with 34
individuals, and evaluate the accuracy on the 34 probes. Given the cost of a
Table 7.2: A comparison of recognition accuracy averaged across pose for our
descriptor-based stereo matching distance with other methods on CMU PIE.





SMD (Castillo and Jacobs [14]) 86.8%
Slant SMD [15] 90.1%
Partial Least Squares [69] 90.1%
Descriptor SMD 93.2%
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probe to 34 gallery images, we determine the identity of the probe to be the
identity of the gallery with the largest signed distance to the margin.
There are other methods that evaluate on the CMU PIE dataset but use the
full 68 images (instead of 34) to test either because they don’t require training (such
as SMD and Slant SMD) or because they build their models on other images (such
as 3D morphable models-based method LiST [63].) However, on 68 individuals SMD
outperforms LiST, and on 34 individuals Descriptor SMD clearly outperforms SMD,
so it would be expected that Descriptor SMD outperforms LiST.
7.4.2 3D Object Categories Dataset Experiments
In these experiments we evaluate our stereo matching method on a hard object
categorization task. Our main goal is to show that stereo matching has the potential
to be useful for classification tasks, in which variation in appearance is due, not only
























































































We tried to faithfully replicate the experimental setup described in the object
categorization experiments in [66]. We randomly selected 200 images of 7 object in-
stances to train and 70 randomly selected testing images of 4 novel object instances.
The classification task was on the same 8 categories as Savarese and Li, namely:
stapler, bicycle, car, cellphone, iron, mouse, shoe and toaster. The results of this
experiment are shown in Table 7.3.
Determining epipolar geometry for images in this data set poses a significant
challenge. Two images may contain objects from the same class, set in completely
different backgrounds. In face recognition, epipolar geoemtry is computed after face
detection, so that the computation can be based on corresponding objects. In the
data set of [66], it is not appropriate to compute epipolar geometry based on the
entire image, since the two scenes do not correspond.
For our proof-of-concept experiments we have used the image masks to focus
on the parts of the image containing the object, and used the algorithm of Domke
and Aloimonos [24] to then automatically compute the epipolar geometry based on
these regions of interest. We stress that masks are not used to crop the images for
stereo matching, only to compute epipolar geometry; matching is performed over
the entire image.
Clearly this approach will not produce a meaningful epipolar geometry when
applied two image from two different classes, with quite different appearances. This
is not a problem, since these will lead to high costs, indicating that the objects do not
match well. However, even determining an epipolar geometry between objects of the
same class can be a significant problem, since there can be a lot of shape variation.
There are several ways in which we can attempt to overcome this limitation. One
way is to use a RANSAC-like approach to compute the top k candidate epipolar
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geometries, and then perform stereo matching using these k rectifications, returning
the one that gives the lowest-cost result. This direction is left as future work.
For the objects: bicycle, iron, shoe, toaster and car, we obtain better accuracies
than Savarese and Li, for the objects: cellphone, mouse and stapler we obtain
accuracies that are worse than the results of Savarese and Li. Overall we obtain
a global accuracy of 80% while Savarese and Li obtain an accuracy of 75.7%. See
Table 7.3 for the complete results. In these experiments we used DHOG based
descriptors, that is, the value of M(l, r) in Eqn. 3.8 is based on DHOG, computed
using [78].
The protocol is the following:
1. Given 200 training images of objects and 70 testing images of novel objects,
compute (200 ∗ 199)/2 = 19990 descriptors, and train a SVM with labels
depending if each descriptor are of the same class of object or not.
2. For each test image compute the descriptor of the each training image. Query
the SVM and declare the class of the test image to be the class of the training
image that had the highest signed distance to margin.
We feel that these results are intriguing. Clearly, stereo matching is not ap-
propriate for some objects, in which different instances of the same class have very
different shapes, so that corresponding points cannot be related by matching along
epipolar lines. However, our results indicate that for some objects, these shape
variations may be relatively small compared to the effects of viewpoint variation.
At the same time, our experiments indicate that stereo matching is robust to ef-
fects of clutter, in which the object of interest has not been fully separated from
the background. This suggests that stereo matching may be an effective tool for
classification of 3D objects.
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Table 7.3: Confusion matrix for the 3D object category detection experiment. The






























cellphone 0.60 0.20 0.20
bicycle 1.00
iron 0.88 0.12






There have been great strides in developing image descriptors for 2-D, ap-
pearance based recognition. When we seek to identify 3D objects from arbitrary
viewpoints, the way in which we match image descriptors should be informed by the
geometric constraints induced by changes in pose. Stereo matching makes use of
these constraints, while also allowing for occlusions caused by changes in viewpoint.
In order to implement image comparisons that are informed by knowledge of 3D, we
have presented a simple method for recognition based on stereo matching. The same
method obtains state-of-the-art results on two very different recognition tasks. Our
results in face recognition significantly exceed those of prior approaches. Our results
on more general classification tasks are preliminary, but demonstrate the relevance




The main insight of this dissertation is that stereo matching can be used for
face recognition. This finding led us to develop new stereo algorithms that improve
face recognition and that are interesting in their own right.
8.1 Stereo Matching for Face Recognition Across
Pose
The core of this dissertation is a new, effective method for face recognition
across pose that is decidedly 2D, fast and practical.
Correspondences are fundamental to recognize faces across pose. We want to
compare images from different viewpoints by finding correspondences. The methods
we developed use stereo matching to measure the similarity of two images. Stereo
matching is a standard problem in computer vision in which correspondences are
obtained between two images of the same scene. The typical application of stereo
matching is as a method to reconstruct a 3D model of a scene. We don’t perform
reconstruction, rather we use the stereo matching cost (the cost optimized in the
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process of finding correspondences) as a measure of similarity of two faces. Stereo
matching is a well understood problem and provides a firm foundation to build on.
We have built a fast, practical method for stereo matching in the presence of
medium pose variation [14]. Also, we have built a method that is robust to large
and very large changes in viewpoint and illumination when matching very slanted
objects [15]. We have evaluated this approach both in controlled settings (like PIE)
with both methods outperforming all prior work. Our results are almost perfect for
horizontal pose differences of up to 30 degrees, and beyond that the results gracefully
degrade.
8.2 Dense Wide-baseline Matching with Varying
Illumination
Face recognition is an application of stereo matching where the illumination
can vary significantly. Using our insights from stereo matching to compare faces,
we have developed a formulation that allows us to adapt a 2-D Markov Random
Field based stereo formulation for wide baseline dense matching with variation in
illumination.
Illumination change is almost always handled by normalizing the comparison
function inside a relatively large window. The size of these windows is affected by
foreshortening. If we do not account for this effect, we incur misalignments that are
systematic and significant and are exacerbated by wide baseline conditions.
We have developed a general formulation of dense wide baseline stereo with
varying illumination that adjusts the size of the matching window and designed two
methods to solve them. The general formulation includes a novel smoothness term
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that encodes surface orientation. This smoothness term has properties that make it
amenable to optimization. The first method is based on dynamic programming and
fully accounts for the effect of slant. The second method is based on graph cuts and
fully accounts for the effect of slant and tilt, presented in Chapter 6. Our results
show that this energy function is very robust to changes in illumination that occur
in wide baseline stereo and our results compare favorably with other methods to
handle wide baseline dense stereo matching.
8.3 Descriptor-based Learning for Face Verifica-
tion
One inherent limitation of the stereo-based methods we have developed is that
they weigh each location in the face equally. There are strong reasons to believe
that this is not a good idea; differences around the eyes should be more significant
than differences in the cheeks, because there are areas of the face that are more
strongly connected with identity like the area around the eyes and there areas that
are not strongly connected with identity like the cheeks. Ideally we should give
areas that are strongly connected with identity more weight than areas that are
weakly connected with identity. We have developed methods to integrate learning
into our stereo-based face recognition work. In this method we can use available
data to learn how to weigh each pixel differently in the process of determining
the image similarity. This formulation will allow us to learn how to compensate
for slight variations in the images that are not being explicitly accounted for by
the (pose+illumination) model described in the previous section. These variations
include: expression changes, aging, weight variation, etc. We have evaluated this
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approach both in controlled settings (like PIE) and in unconstrained settings using
data sets like Labeled Faces in the Wild, and the results are encouraging. When
we did this we obtained better results than all published results on the widely used
Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset. To learn more about this method, see
[16].
8.4 Onwards
By using dense wide-baseline stereo we have made progress in face recognition
across pose, but the problem is definitely not solved. While obtaining correspon-
dences is fundamental, and our proposed stereo methods are quite good at doing
so, there are many other issues that make face recognition across pose very hard:
choice of representation/image comparison, mixture of rigid and non-rigid defor-
mations, interactions with expression and illumination, camera motion and blur,
ephemeral imaging conditions (for example: eyes open/closed, mouth open/close,
teeth visible).
There are several ways in which our work could be extended in the future to
handle such difficulties. These extensions will require significant amounts of work,
but are feasible. For example we could handle pose and expression by computing
dense correspondences with stereo + optical flow. In this case we would proceed
as in stereo finding correspondences along epipolar lines but the algorithm would
also be allowed to look for correspondences across epipolar lines, in this case paying
some type of penalty.
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